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Specifications Sent to E. A. Approves Recommendations Writes Report of Robbery While Expenses Are Slightly Three Hundred Soldiers Pass' Judges Listen to Arguments Democratic Governor of
While the Blood Drips
and Allotments of Army
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Board
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Beveridge Has Decided on
inority Report in Lorimer
Bribery Case.

M-

Washington, Jan. 5. A tariff combill was introduced in the
House today. It was framed by Representative Longworth of Ohio, after
conferences with President Taft and
It
with the insurgent Republicans.
provides for a permanent tariff board
and further powers to make it a thoroughly efficient body, particularly as
Mr.
to facilities for investigation.
Longworth said he intended to press
the measure and hoped to obtain a
favorable report promptly from the
ways and means committee.
Beveridge Will Fight Lorimer.
Washington, Jan. 5. Senator Beveridge has decided to make a minority
report in the Lorimer bribery case
and will make a speech asking the
Senate to declare the election of Lorimer illegal. It is expected that the
report w... be made on Monday and
he will speak in advance of Senator
Owen, who was to have made a speech
against Mr. Lorimer today.
Interstate Commerce Ruling.
Washington, Jan. 5. The awarding
of reparation
by no means necesof a
sarily follows the reduction
rate, whether by voluntary action of
the carriers or by the order of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, is
the principle laid down today by the
commission to govern proceedings in
reparation oases. On account of the
immense number of reparation complaints filed by the shippers it has
been deemed necessary' that certain
general principles be laid down by
the commission.
mission
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mm
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Friend of New Mexico Succumbs to a Lingering
Illness

5. President
Jan.
Washington,
Taft submitted to congress today the
report of the special board of army
engineers appointed by hrn last
June, as a result of legislation passed
that month to examine the various
re lamation projects upon which
work had been started by the government and to reccommend which of
them should be given a share in the
$20,000,000 of certificate of indebtedness authorized by the same act,
which gave the president power to
appoint such a board.
The board has recommended and
the allotment oi the money among
the following projects:
Salt River, Ariz., $495,000; Yuma,
California $1,200,000;
Ariz., and
Grand Valley, Colo., $1,000,000;
-

Colo., $1,500,000; PayetteBoise, Ida., $2,000,000; Milk River,
North
Mont.,
Platte,
$1,000,000;
$2,000,000;
Wyo., and
Nebraska,
Truckee Carson Nev., $1,193,000;
Rio Grande, New Mexico, Texas and
Umatilla, Ore.,
Mexico,
$325,000; Klamath, Ore., and California $000,000.
Strawberry Valley,
.

Sunnyside-Yakima- ,
Utah, ,$2,272,000;
Wash., $1,250,000; and Tejon, Wash.

Yuma, $2,380,462; Grand Valley,
Payette-BoisMinidoca,
$52S,000;
$5000,000; Uncompaghre, $2,045,000;
Milk
$1,585,435: Huntley. $110,0000;
River, $2,950,00; Sun River, $3,27S,-000- ;
Lower Yellowstone,
$578,000;
e,

El-ki-

ness.

The news was received here over
the Associated Press and by a private telegram sent to Hon. Thomas
B. Catron, who was formerly a law
partner of Mr. Elkins.
Mr. Elkins was formerly a Santa
Fean and was the second president
of the First National Bank of this
city, buying out the interests of Mr.
first
Maxwell who was the bank's
president Mr. Elkins was largely interested in the New Mexico Mining
Co. and owned, at one time,
the
Bosque mine grant near Socorro and
the Ortiz mine .grant in Santa Fe
county. Mr. Elkins had not been in
Santa Fe for ten or fifteen years,
however.
His Career.

Stephen Benton Elkins, American
lawyer and politician, and a leader
of the Republican party, was born in
1841 in -- Perry county, Ohio, but removed to Missouri at an early age.
He was graduated at the University of Missouri in I860 and was admitted to the bar in 1S63. In that year
he came to New Mexico where he became a member of the legislature,
district attorney, attorney general,
U. S. district attorney and finally delegate in congress from New Mexico
from 1873 to 1877, succeeding almost
in securing statehood for New Mexico in 1876.
Mr. Elkins was a member of the
National Republican committee from
1872 to 1884 and took an active part
in the nomination of James G. Blaine
for president and In the campaign

that

Platte,

$2,185,000;

Truckee-Carson-

,

$1,594,000; Rio Grande,
Missouri Pumping, $270,000;
Okanogan,
Bellefourche, $480,000;
$13,000; and Shoshone, $2,000,000.
Of these amounts alloted to Grand
Valley, Lower Yellowstone and Missouri Pumping are conditional.
The total amount of this fund 'will
$25,351,897.

follow d Mr. Blaine's

tenance and operation:
Orland, Cal., Garden City, Kas.,
Wapato and Benton, Yakima
project, Washington; Carlsbad, New
Mexico and Hondo, N. M.
The president informs congress in
his letter transmitting the report
that he approved the report "after
careful consideration believing that
it sets forth a plan for the distribution of the loan and of the available
reclamation fund, that from an engineering and economic standpoint
of
will besfF serve the completion
those projects which should be given
the preference in construction and
which completion over such projects
or parts of projects which are more
remote and may properly wait until
a later date foj construction."
The president's approval was again
"subject to the condition that the
amounts alloted to the various projects may be adjusted and modified
from time to time as Is found necessary for the intelligent prosecution
of the work and the advantage of the
service.
The president notifies congress
that in accordance with the power
granted him he ha3 authorized the
secretary of the interior to call upon
the secretary of the treasury from
time to time as he needs of the allotKit-tela-

Santa Fe was shocked today to
hear of the death of U. S. Senator
in Washington last night at the
age of 70 years, after a lingering ill-

nomina-

ed money.
of the secretary of the interior and
the board of engineers, the president
recommends "the enactment of a law
which will permit of the disposition
of surplus stored water available
from reclamation projects to 'possession associations or corporations operating systems for the delivery of
water to individual water users lor
the irrigation of arid lands."

TAFT AND BUSSE

COMPARE WAIST LINES.

President of United States and Mayor
of Chicago, Josh as They
Meet.

tion.
Was Secretary of War.
Mr. Elkins was secretary of war in
and in
Harrison's cabinet ,n 1891-93- ,
1894 he was elected U. S. senator
from West Virginia, where he had removed and acquired - large mining
and railroad interests. In 1900, Mr.
?

'
Elkins was
senate, where he took
part in 1905 and 1906
sion of federal control

New Mexico and shall

Continue

on Page
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Income From Lands, Fees, Tonn- General Navarro, Will Atta
Insurrectos in Front at
age Will Yield

y

Kl Paso. Texas, Jan. .".
Three bunred Mexican soldiers who arrived at
Juarez last, night from Chihuahua left
this morning over the Mexican North- western railroad to attack the in- surrectos in the rear while General
Navarro was attacking in front. By
tv,n fri.
tlincr ni'n-f.ltvnln in,.c.
appropria-lernlcan get in behind the rebels at
me aescription ot me robbers and it
made for legislative
expense Guerrero and Pedernales and prevent
if heIivol that tha honrlUr tilw, (ions
the salaries of certain officials. them from retreating to Sonora.
mm itti as me iittiii siuweu uown lor
under territorial form of government
crossing Argo, a suburban station. that an additional annual cash
THE CONSTITUTION
Mail Clerk Clark, who was shot in!
be required.
AND IMMEDIATE STATEHOOD
the mouth was complimented by the nue will
This will amount to, in round num postofflce and railway officials and pothousand dol- Campaign Is Progressing Vigorously
lice for his fortitude in refusing to bers, about ninety-fou- r
as follows:
and More and More Patriotic
go to a hospital until he had given lars per annum made up
Voices are Lifted.
For legislative expense estimated
the officials all the information he had
fixed in the conThe
Statehood
concerning the robbery. Clark was at the extreme limit
League of Albuquerque has appointed
unable to speak, but bravely wrote stitution, $22,400.
his report while blood was dripping
secretary of Ii. B. Hening, J. G. Albright, Nestor
Salary of governor,
from his mouth spattering the paper. state, and increase in salary of at- Montoya, Klfego Baca, Frank W.
Clancy and Isaac Barth a publicity
torney general, $8,500.
DIXIE FLYER IS
of
lieutenant
governor committee to urge upon the voters
Salary
DITCHED NEAR MACON. while serving as president of the the need of approving the constitution. A campaign
committee consenate, ?(100.
A. B. St roup
Isaac
sistin
of
tli
of
Barth,
new
supreme
Three
judges
Engine and Four Cars Overturned
:nnd W. II. Gillenwater was also np- court. S1S.0OO.
but Passengers Escape With
Increase in the salaries of eight pointed.
Slight Injuries.
district court judges over amount now Judge Roberts Certain It Will Carry.
the seven, $22,000.
Associate Justice Clarence J. RobMacon, Ga., Jan. 5. Dixie Flyer, jpaid for
.
Vl
ertg of utfmi wno is in Santa Ke, as
the fast
train tion
commission, $9,000.
ja me:ilb(T of ,he su)re,ne COUrt, de-was ditched early this morning at
Estlmated expense of corporation,
nrL,.,ni,,,,i or
on
the
Inlia,
Georgia Southern and
sten-- !
active opposition to the constitution
Florida railroad, ninety miles below commission including salary
and clerk, $11,000.
In fact, most peoin Colfax county.
Macon. The engine and four cars ographer
Additional clerk hire office of sec
were overturned.
ple are so certain that the constitu
received
Many
i
ap-teileral
tor
now
by
provided
retary
tion will be approved as a matter .of
slight injuries but. it is understood
propriatlon $3,000.
course that there is danger of let.lithat there were no fatalities.
Total, 894,500.
'argy and consequently of a small
lilt? lltritl VI irfilfljiiunvote on January 21. He feels certain
of
an
estimate
included
tanj
TWO BIG TOWNS LAID
there is
ihe constitution will be approved
that,
LOW BY EARTHQUAKE. thousand dollars to cover contingent
by the people of the territory.
which.
as
such
etc.,
printing,
expense
St. Petrsburg, Jan. 5. A message
Hervey for the Constitution.
from Tashkent, Russian Turkestan, is probably excessive,
To offset this increased expense, for
Former Attorney General J. M.
says that unconfirmed rumors have
admin- - Hervey w ho is in Santa Fe, on
it that the towns of Phzhevalsk ana the support of the territorial
new state government )ireme court business and w ho was
the
Semiryet-chenslof
Pishpek,
territory
will t,e in receipt of addiiional mon-- attorney
under Governor
general
were destroyed in yesterfrom various sources and count yj George Curry, is an enthusiastic
ey3
day's earthquake and a deep lake has
municipal governments will also porter of the constitution. He says
formed
on
of
the
site
the be
from the nie sources that Chaves county will give a good
forn-e- r
place. iSach town had a pop- and in proportion that .u levies for
j..,a.,ority for it and that not more than
illation of about eight thousand.
the maintenance of county and muni-?,ivotes will be cast against it. He
eipal administrations bear to thejjs nf the opinion, that it is the very
levies for state purposes.
tbest constitution for the protection of
Probably the largest receipt will be tile political rights of the Spauish-receiveby the state, the county and) American people,
the municipal governments arising!
Constitution
Interviews
under tin operation of the provision
"That the constitution of the new
of section 12 of article 8, which will state is a
good document and worthy
go into elect with the advent of the of support is the opinion of Rev.
new state into the Union and 'which
J. P. Moog, pastor of the parand taxa Father
the
Father
church
at San Miguel.
ish
Texas Senator Will Dispose refersto
tion of a rtain lands. The section
Moog, who is in town on business,
reads as follows:
of String of High Bred
some of his friends at the court
"Lands iield in large tracts shall told
house
this morning that he found
Equines
not be assessed, for taxation at any
which
lower value per acre than lands of many things in the document
the same character or quality and met his approval. The educational
KE WILL ABANDON BREEDING
a particularly good
similarly situated, held in smaller clause he thought
measure.
Father Moog says there
tracts
Under 'he head of grazing lands, jure no state constitutions absolutely
Lack of Time and Pressure of last year, there was returned
for tax - perfect but he thinks that of New
eleven .Mexico is a mighty good one." Las
over
the
in
ation
Other Business Given as
Territory,
o res and at
nominal Vegas Optic.
million
the
Cause
price of from thirty to fifty cents per
acre. It is estimated that at least un MnBF skv
New York, Jan. 5. It is understood two million five hundred
thousand!
SCRAPERS FOR CHICAGO.
here that S nator Bailey of Texas; acres of this- class of land will bei
has decided to sell his entire trotting affected y the provisions of the sec- - After
September 1 No Permits Will
horse breeding stud and will retire tion quoted, and this large acreage
Be Issued for Buildings
permanently from the ranks of breed- instead of being returned for taxation
200 Feet High.
ers. The announcement was made purposes at the low value of fifty
Jan. 5. No more skyChicago,
r
by his New York agents, who have cents pi acre, will take, for the purfor
Chicago after Septemscrapers
been authorized to sell his entire poses o; taxation, the same value as
The city council comit-teber
1, 1911.
en
held
land
of
by
about
placed
adjoining
horses,
string
fifty head in
on
last night voted to
buildings
in
small
viz.:
three
tracts,
all, at public auction next month, Senof
all buildings belimit
the
height
ator Bailey gives lack of time and to five dollars per acre. This will be
that date to 200 feet. There
pressure of other business as reason especially true and apply in the coun- gun after doubt but that the council
ties of Colfax, Mora, San Miguel, Tor- is little
for his decision.
rance, tluadalupe, Quay, Union, Roose- will sustain the committee action.
velt an I Curry. These counties being
the on s In which dry farming is carried on. An estimate of say seven
millioi! five hundred thousand would
be added to the total assessment of
of the Territory, and this
the
on a 'ii mill levy for state purposes,
would add an additional revenue of
thousand dollars per anseven'
Article Will Be Presented to num.
Unrer our present territorial form Carves the Letter S on Each
the Convention at Portof government, the lands granted by
Cheek o Its Unfortunate
land Today
Conr'iss under the act of 1898, for
Victims
publ school and various institutional pu rposes, are now yielding an anf
nual revenue of $110,000, about,
ALL FIRM
TORJHE TARIFF
of which is now applied to the LONDON POLICE ARE BAFFLED
support of the public schools and the
Schedule K. Suits Sheep Raiser3 remainder to the support of the various territorial institutions. The En- Hounds Ditch Anarchist Burglar
in Every Part of United
abling Act, under which we are
;ar
Viang rnoi vniy
States.
admission, increases the land
in Field.
donation to the new state to doubla
we
now
amount
of
the
hold,
acreage
5
Articles of
Portland, Ore., Jan.
incorporation have been drawn up and it is only fair to judge the future London, Jan. 5. Another element of
for the National Wool Growers asso- by the past and to count on an in- mystery developed today at the inciation in accordance with the rec- creased revenue from the leasing of quest over the death of Joseph Baron
ommendations of President Frank the new land for the support of the whose mutilated body was found in
Gooding and will be presented to puiilic schools and the state institu- Clapham Common last Sunday. The
the convention today. Mr. Gooding tions. Within probably four or five murder was attributed by the police
years the Institutional lands will all to the Hound's Ditch Anarchist Burgdeclines to be a candidate for
Either Frank J. Hagenbarth of have been selected and title vested lar gang, two members of which were
in the new state and through the killed in a spectacular
battle on
Spencer, Idaho, or Dr. J. M. Wilson
of Douglass. Wyo., probably will be operation of the commissioner of pub- Tuesday. The physicians who examlic lands will be
and a revenue ined Beron's body said they found the
chosen.
President Gooding and oth- from this sourceleased
and the letter "S" clearly cut on each cheek.
assured,
ers assert that there will be no fight state
for the support of terri- The police say that this is obviously
whatever on the tariff question, the torial levy
institutions decreased In pro- a symbol of a secret society, and it is
delegates being almost unanimously portion.
believed that Beron was killed by
in favor of "Schedule
K" of
the Article 8 also provides that the
of the organization who left.
members
Payne-Aldriclaw, which they claim
' the sign bf their order upon the body
provides adequate protection.
on Page Eight.
oi the victim.
-
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Washington, Jan. 5. Mayor Busse
called on President Taft
yesterday to pay his respects. Now,
fairy
Mayor Busse is not exactly
walsted. , Neither is the President.
When Senator Cullom Introduced the
mayor to the President the President
to the U. S. scanned the
mayor's spacious person
a.
prominent and said: "Why, Mr. Busse, you have
in the discus- about as
good an equatorial line as
of railroad I have." "Yes," replied the Chicago-an- ,
actually enter
"And it's not an imaginary line
either." Busse was formerly postEight.
master at Chicago.
of . Chicago
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FAVORS INITIATIVE AND RECALL

In Sacramento Valley Company First Message to the Legislature
and Other Appeals Be- Gives Voice to Radical
fore Tribunal.
Views.

c k

Pedernales.

Seattle, Jan. 5. The police are con- - It has been claimed that a state
vinced that the two men who robbed form of government; will greatly
a mall car of the Northern Pacific crease taxation for the maintenance!
east bound North Coast limited ia lT li iitl support of a state administration,
It Is true that under a rate form
was leaving Seattle last night and
iof
government by reason of new ofll-- :
shot and seriously wounded Mail Clerk
ctals
provided tor Uy the constitu-Harry Clark are still in Seattle. Two i,T, ,jnH
h
in the shite p ovprn -

j

j

ESCAPE REHEARiNB

.

The board also made a tentative allotment among various projects ot
the general reclamation fund for the
This
years 1911 to 1914 inclusive.
is to supplement the $20,000,000 loan
and to carry on projects which do
not participate in the distribution of.
the loan. The projects to share in
this money follows:

No allotments either from the loan
70JEARS OF AGE or from the general reclamation fund
were recommended for the following
for necessary mainPromi-nece projects, except
of . National

Republican
Was Former Resident
of Santa Fe

PACIFIC

Chicago-Jacksonvill- e

$005,000.

North

NORTHERN

Two Highwaymen Seri o u
Wound Postal Official
and Flee.

But No Special Appropriation
for Hondo and Carlsbad

be
HE WAS

01

FOR ENGLE

Projects.

Washington, Jan. 5. Delegate Andrews today sent to E. A. Cahoon,
drawings and specifications of the
Roswell public building. The advertisement for a contract for the building is soon to issue.
Tariff Commission Bill.

SENATOR

$6,365000

j

j

In the supreme court yesterday:
Case No. 12 ls. The Bank of Com- imeree. appellee, vs. Jasnur X. Brov
les et al, appellants, appeal from district court, Socorro county, a motion
for rehearing was argued and submitj

i .ir,sj,,
Governor
Jan.
his first
Charles .. Osborn, submim-message, to the legislature today. He
recotuini'iels placing express coinpan- ies under ti,.. control of the state
railroad commission,
the initiative,
ted.
referendum aixl recall. On the liquor
gover
Case No. lr,J. in the matter of question the ie w Democratic
tho last will and testament of Sarah nor says "Temperance ia a matter of
F.Iien Dye, deceased. Isaiah Dye, exe- personal disci line and is more of a
cutor, apellee, vs. Ora Hutlcr MMee, moral and social problem than a poappellant, appeal from district court, litical question. The government by
In
The court, overruled the motion for saloon and bre.wery must go.
miss the appeal wa argued and sub- communities where the saloons exmitted.
ists, there should no; lie more than
Cas No. 13C1. Puritan .Manufac one to a thousand of population and
turing company, appellee.' vs. Toti & breweries should be divorced from
Gradi. anneliant annual (mm rii.triM tl",i1' ownership."
court, Ii rnalillo countv, the motion Foss ,s Also for lnjtiat've and Rall
N
Foss'
to dismiss appeal was argued
and! ,!ost0"- Ja"'
realized a long cherished abition tosubmitted
when he took the oath of office
he court then adjourned until m day
of M;lssa(:hu.s,tt3.
The
Gov,n0I.
o clock this morning.
Chief Justice
inilllRIlra, (r,umi(,s ,,f.fo,-f- a Joint
all
and
of
the
associate justices C(mvenfion of the srilate anU ll0U8(..
lope
were present when court convened.
, naturl c, a Democratic
r(, ,
The court overrul d the motion for celebration. Governor Foss :.!so mad
a rehearing in all of the following ano'lier record by deliver! - as an
five cases:
inaugural address the shortest and
No. 132!.
Michael O'Neill, appel- plainest in the memory of he eldest
lant vs. Fred J. Otero, special .master, office holders.
lis told he legisla
aopellce, appeal from district court. tine that it should consider the direct
referendum
Santa Fe county.
nomination,
initiative,
No. 1250. The Sacramento Valley and recall, the right of labor to or-- i
Irrigation Co., plaintiff in error vs. gunize a "id be protected, a constitu
Oliver AI. Lee, defendants in error: tional ami'iidment. for an incoms tax
reforms in the elections,
error to district court, Otero county.
Maine's Democratic Governor.
This case, involves important water
Augusta. Me.. Jan. 3. Frederick V.
rights in the Faeramento Mountains
of ofin Otero county.
;iiaisted, today took the oath
fice as governor of M..iin-- . the first
Case Xo. 12.10. Eagle Mining and
ilHinorr.il. holding that office irt thirty
in error
Improvement Co., plaintiff
years.
vs. R. K. Lund, defendant
in error;
error to district court,
Chaves
county.
Case No. 12C9. Territory of New
Mexico, appellee vs. Carlos Cecil Ayer,
appellant, appeal from district court.
Bernalillo county.
Case No. i::C7. P. II. Coesling et
al, appellees vs. Gross Kelley & Co.
appellant, appeal from district court Governor Wishes
Him to
Bernalillo county.
Continue as Member of
Mining Company Loses.
Case No. 1277. Eagle Mining and
Board of Education
Improvement Company vs. Mary R.
Hamilton et al., a mandate from the
United States supreme court affirm- TWO TEACHERS ARE WANTED
ing the judgment of the supreme
court of New Mexico was filed and
judgment, entered against the Eagle Vacancy at Belen and at Bufor $12,5(10
and
Mining company
chanan Must Be Filled
u--

d

i

j

-

-

i

,

j

j

j

THOMAS

I COB

IS

costs.

Very Soon.

Case No. 1S5S. Territory of New
Mexico, appellee vs. Malcon Trapp, ap
This was a quiet day at the capital
pellant, appeal from district court,
there was sufficient excite- although
Lincoln
on
Submitted
county.
a
few moments when some
for
ment
briefs; the appellant get3 CO days lone
the rumors that the steam
spread
and the appellee 30 days thereafter; heat would
go out of commission
to file briefs.
to the scarcity of water for the
Case No. 1237. The Arizona
and bojii-Colorado Railroad Company of New j
Notaries Public
Mexico appellee, vs. the Denver and
Governor Mills appointed the follow-RiGrande Railroad Company, appel-jinnotaries public: John T. Shipley,
'ant, anpeal from district court, San Texico. Curry county; Dan W. Vinson,
nan county. Argued and submitted. Elida, Roosevelt county; J. Pablo
Raton, Colfax; AVtlliam A. Stan- This case Is an Interesting one
and it occupied the attention of the sell, llagerman, Chaves county; M.
court all day. The brief and argu- Balke, Alma. Sococrro county.
Sending Out Queries.
ment of the appellee gives the folSuperintendent of Public Instruclowing statement of the case:
tion J. B. Clark is sending out quesThe action was
by the
for the examination of teachers
tions
to
and
restrain
enjoin the who wish
plaintiff
certificates, the examinadefendant from interfering with, de
tion to be held Friday and Saturday,
stroying, occupying, encroaching on,
January ti and 7 in every county in
y
or crossing with its road the
the territory.
of plaintiff's located road In
Two Vacancies.
the manner indicated in the com
There are two vacancies for school
at
of
different
points
eight
plaint
teachers: one is at Belen and the
crossing and two points of encroach-- otnPr at Huchanan
ment In San .Tuan county. New Mex
Mr. Conway Reappointed.
ico. An injunction was granted May
Governor Mills today
reappointed
deon
a
12, 1f)0,", which afterwards,
Thomas W. Conway of Raton, a mem- miirrer to the complaint by defend-jbe- r
of ..ie territorial board of educa- ant. being sustained, and the com- tion. his term having expired Janu-urplaint dismissed, was necessarily terl, 1911.
minated. From the judgment of the
Big Clock Busy Again.
The big calendar clock in the ofcourt sustaining said demurrer an appeal was taken to this court and the fice of Supreme Court Clerk Jose D.
Judgment reversed and the cause re- Sena, is again on duty, ticking merriinstated ''and the injunction renewed ly, and telling not only the time of
with leave to defendant to give an in- day but also the day of the week,
demnifying bond and have the tn- - irie month and the day of the month
Junction stayed with leave to defend For some weeks the clock has been
ant to proceed with the construction on a vacation.
of its road, which defendant proceeded to do. The defendant then an- - GOVERNMENT PROSECUTES
WHITE SLAVE TRADERS,
swered the complaint to which plain-5 United
Denver,
Colo., Jan.
tiff replied and the cause was re-- j
ferred to a referee to take proofs, j States Immigration Inspector Louis
'
.6c m me wum
The cause was later argued before
from Omaha.
been j returned yesterday
ttio nonrf Itc veniif havine
to be Present at.
he
had
where
gone
and
to
Bernalillo
county,
changed
and Geo.
both parties asked for specific find-- tl,e heann5 ot Frank
ares ed
tngs of facts and conclusions of law. pnS?- with t,woirae" taken two
girls
charged
After the finding of facts and con- - lr,pnevieve Crries and Fva rtham. out
elusions of law the court entered aiof Colora(0 in vioIatioia of the white
decree in sain cause wnicli aid not. slave law.
require the immediate surrender by
constructed FIFTEEN KILLED
the defendant of its
FORTY-FIVroad,
INJURED.
It required that it vacate and surQueenstown, t'nion of Africa, Jan.
render to plaintiff the possession 5 Fifteen persons were killed, and
thereof when the said plaintiff shall forty-fivothers injured in the wreck
have constructed at lea3t twenty of a passenger train near Nathcart,
miles of railroads substantially com- Cape Colony, today. The train which
plete for use within the territory of was loaded with holiday makers
from East London, rolled down an
Continue on Page Eight.
embankment
j
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ALL YOUR STOMACH TROUBLE
WILL SURELY VANISH

'"ootine becomes uncertain while h
is harnessed to t tieaty loud. Anx
i.ms to perforin
his Uni. he
Indigestion, Gas. Heartburn and Dys- - si nihi agt'in and acitiin at he tugs u
til, after repeated!;.- hiding his fee
pepsia Go and You Will Feel
lie stops, trem!i!ing and
Fine in Five Minutes.
perspirit:
with terror. The man who would 1;
Every year regularly more than a a whip to him in these elrcumMitw
nil i; ! Moir.ach sufferers in the L'nit-eserves imprisonment.
Hive the horses a fair char:'
Slates, Kn.ukiiid and Camida take
l'ape s Diapepsin, and realize not only Keep their shoes sharp. Ordin:.
iu'.mcdiate, but lasting relief.
humanity demands
it, and brsii!
This harmless preparation will di that it is good policy."
gest, anything you eat and overcome a
stomac'i CATS AND DOGS
sour, gassy or
live iiii u tcs afterwards.
TRANSMIT TUBERCULOE
if your meals don't fit comfortably,
or what you eat lies like a lump of
nt of the Felines
Head in your stomach, or if you have
Boston Have Consumption
i
jj heartburn, that is a sign of Indiges-Danger to Children.
tion.
Get from your pharmacist a
Boston, Jan. 0 Experts of the i
case of Pape's Diapepsin and take
vard medical school have decided
o
a
o
on
incl
vnii
Thorp
.jo cni
"
'
.
household cats and dogs do nine
will be no sour risings, no belching of
'l,IMU'"S euusill.l pi lull.
undigested food mixed with acid, T,n'"a,ucent
of all the cats in Boston
stomach gas or heartburn, fullness or, per
to tests.
'consumption,
heavy feeling in the stomach, Nausea, the scientists according this
say that,
perce:
t lp.'tdiiehes. r)i77iness or
s;
m
um
'
all
will
This
go,
Intestinal
,
griping,
Ejj
ird
and, besides, there
' m.neno ""m'mu.
)ga
food left over in the stomach to pois- ion your breath with nauseous odors. iml ci,ts an(1 thnt t!lR diseases
ue ctasbi.ieu,
Pape's Diapepsin is a certain cure!1"
for
stomachs, because it measure of safety, are opinion, ,eld
oth-- sw h experts as Dr. Langdon
takes hold of your food and digests it
I Iarvacd medic;.!
itool
of
the
ingham
stomach
if
same
as
your
just the
an(1 tne Rot. Dr. F. H. Rowley.
tliei-dent of the Massachusetts Sot
Relief in five minutes from all
uals.
misery is waiting for you at any the Prevention of Cruelty to
Dr. Frothinghain.
In
has
fact.
store.
drug
vard
cases contain examined many cats at the
These large
more than sufficient to thoroughly medical school, says:
cure almost any case of Dyspepsia, In-- :
"The percentage of cats tli have
erent
digestion or any other stomach dis- tuberculosis may vary in
'cities, and I should feel that vould
be correct in saying that as A as
no B oO per cent of Boston's cats e the
nun v
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ANEW LINE
of

Mens

Boys

Fine Shoes
See our Window Display
SHOES

1911

that gives a dressey appearance
SHOES that wear.

Incorporated 1903

NEW YEAR

:

Compliments and
Best Wishes for a
Happy & Prosperous

Denver, Colo., Jan. 5. The federa-- I
tion of all Roman Catholics in the
United States to the end that by such
a union they may become powerful
enough to demand their civil and political rights was urged by Rt. Rev.
Nicholas C. Matz, Roman Catholic
bishop of Colorado, in an address at
the annual bantiuet of the Knights of
Loiuniuus oi mis city last mgnt. Referring to the recent upheaval in Portugal the prelate declared that the
revolution was made possible through
lack of organization by Catholics. He
advised the amalgamation of all Cath-ol- i
societies, for the advancement of
'
the faith.

NEWYEAR

-

I Tur

nnHiin

LIQUOR CAUSED 606 MURDERS
IN FOUR YEARS IN ALABAMA.

FOR

Montgomery, Ala., Jan. 5. Liquor
caused 25S out of 630 homicides in
a inc.
"As to the transmission of ie
Alabama during the two years end-- :
ease, the greatest danger is, e'
ling
September last, according to the'
SUCCESS.
when the cat has tuberculosa of the
hinriii i ill roMnrl nf AMnrnov
rjpnpriil
I'd rather fail than have it said
Then it may be transmitted
, ..
lungs.
,
I won by lying or deceit;
when the cat licks the fat- - of a Atcx ii. uaruer, maae puunc touay.
I want no laurel round my head
child. The fact that ehildn fondle Dining the pievious two years liquor
If winning it I have to cheat.
:cats and dogs so much more han do caused 34S out of 65G killings,
grown persons, makes the cao worse
I'd rather have the public jeer
and certainly in households where
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
And call me quitter, coward yes, the child is fed only careful!:-- inspecby local applications, as they cannot
sneer
see
them
to
I'd rather stand
ted milk, and where every o;''er care reach the diseased portion of the
Than fraudulently gain success.
.is taken to keep it from reviving the ear. There is only one way to
curej
germs of the disease, ce :al care deafness, and that is by constitution- For winning isn't all of life;
should be taken to protect it from dis- al remedies.
Deafness is caused by
Success is stamped upon the soul, eased pets."
inflamed condition of the mucous
an
I'd rather falter in the strife
lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
Than cunningly attain my goal.
THIS YOUNG LADY
the tube is inflamed you have a rum-- ;
Detroit Free Press.
v.
:
;
DID THE PROPOSING ui:
uuiig buuhu ui lnipeiieci Hearing, auuj
Philadelphia, Jan. -Flr :tta Lolita when it is entirely closed, Dealness
Marriage LicensesA marriage lialdman, daughter of a w tilthy mer-- r is the result, and unless the inflammacense was issued at Albuquerque to
announced h.
engage-- tion can be taken out and this tube
Arlington Fugate and Helen B. Cad- - chant. to(lay
Russian restored to its normal condition, hear-- ;
mm. nnth nro voi,ientH nf that. citv. ment to George Rogovoy,
cellist. The marriage will take place ing will be caused by Catarrh, which
Sneak
Larceny at Albuquerque
at
the Bellevue Stratford. Miss Wald-raa- is nothing but an inflamed condition
thieves stole a typewriter, a suit of
in the announcemet,i
declared of the mucous surfaces.
clothes, a camera and a number of
We will givo One Hundred Dollars
had
done
the
she
and
pro- wooing
papers from the office of the Romero
for any case of Deafness (caused by
posing.
Ad Sign Company at Albuquerque.
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
New Rector for Socorro and Belen
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu-TWO GEESE ON A
free.
Rev. Francis W. Carroll has taken
DRUNK IN NEW JERSEY. lars,
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.
Episcopal
charge of St. Peter's
Said by Druggists, 73c.
ami
church at Belen
Epiphany; Trenton, N. ,T., Jan. 5. Escaping
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-oViiir,Ti nt sncnrm
lie enme tn Now from their inclosure in the barroom
got on the patiou.
Mexico two vears aeo from Toronto. "f Max Bush,- two ge-rannda for his health and has heen buffet, broke several ottles of liquor
and consumed part of the contents.
pronounced completely cured.
founa
On Pressing Occasions
Mrs. In the morning the proprietor
Two Deaths at Albuquerque
the geese lying under the bar in a
Mary E. Taylor, aged 33 years, wife
condition from alcoholism.
of A. h. Taylor, aji Albuquerque sales- stupefied
to pive them cold
It
was
necessary
Resides
Duke
in
the
man, died
City.
to
them.
sober
baths
her husband, two children survive,
V
Her remains were shipped to Taylors-- j
ville, Illinois. James Cashman, aged
IN ONE DAY
35 years, died at the Santa Fe hospi-- '
K
BKOMo
LAXATIV
Take
ymnine Tablets
His wife was
tal at Albuquerque.
K
it
witn him at the time of his death. The; Druggists ffiiiul money i if onfails to cure
W.GKOVK'K signature
each box. (250.
remains were shipped to Paragula,
Arkansas.
Divorce.
Bride of Fifteen, Wants
PROF. GEO. W. VICTOR
charging
cruelly and
applied for a divorce at Tueblo, Col-orado, from Arthur B. McFarland, 25,1 CELEBRATED PALMIST
charging crueltyt and
They were married at Pottersville,
Medium! when, you need your clothing, or any
Claivoyant & Spirit
Mo., in 1908.
part of It, cleaned and pressed don't
be foolish enough to try and accomFOR
SHOES
SHARP
plish it yourself because you will lose
HORSES RECOMMENDED.
and call upon this marvelous man.
both time and temper and probably
Rarely do you have the OPORTUNITY
Mayor Seligman Receives Hint From
ruin the garments. Better bring them
of consulting with as gifted a person
Easterner Who Knows All About
to us and we will give you a profes
VICTOR.
as this Prof.
Slippery Streets.
sional job that will thoroughly satisfy
He Tells You all JOU wish to you In promptness, excellence
ana
Mayor Seligman has been advised
that there are other cities in the; know. Tells you about your business reasonable price.
affairs, love, divorces, diseases, seworld besides Santa Fe where the
parations, wills, deed, mortgages, etc
streets are slippery in winter and
where pedestrians as well as horses
He reunites the separated, restores
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.
change ends like a flash if due pre- lost affections, teaches you how you
cautions are not taken.
even
one
win
the
you love,,
may
The mayor was given the following
though miles away.
hint In handling the problem of keeping horses on their feet, a hint pub REMEMBER
lished in an eastern paper:
He gives names, dates,
."With the streets of the city in
facts and figures.
their usual winter condition every
For 19 years the only
owner of horses should look to their
FEES
first class tonsorial parlor
50c & $1.00.
shoeing. If he loves them or is hu-- ! FEES
mane or a good business man he will
in Santa Fe.
? t"i i Via ty ittoi
ff
I
1117
LCI Vi!j JC1 0 n1(1 n tn tlnn
All Business Confidential
OUR NEW FITCH
and not trust to the carefulness and
TREATMENT
9 HOUR
HOUR 9
judgment of others.
"Horses not shod sharply fail to do
only
VICTOR. is guaranteed to cure, (nothair
GEO.
as much work as they would if they
&
Dandruff, falling
relieve,
were sure of their footing. They can
We
also
irritations.
other
&
scalp
Lincoln
Palace
West
Corner
of
not haul as heavy a load nor haul it North

uhili nuunu ur.

HALF A CliNTURY IH E LEADING

P.O.

Shoe Specialist.
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THE CUT

Phone 39
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YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

KZ7

J

n

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of bailding material

HOUSE

'

4.

3-

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD

DRY GOODS

disease.

j

John Pfleuger

1911

:

ELIGMANBROSCO.
Extend the Season's

1

rocery Co.

Mintei

Car-O'l-

EISHOP MATZ OF DENVER
PREACHES A MILITANT FAITH.

',

.

Established 1856.

.
.
.frS.
H.
a letter from Argyle, says:
I was
almost wild from pain in my
rtead, and other severe pains, due to
womanly troubles.
Cardtti gave me
great relief at once.
Further use
of Cardui raised mc from my bed of
agony.
Cardtti saved my life, and
1
can't he thankful enough for what
it. did for me."
Whether seriously
sick, or simply ailing, take Cardui.
the woman's tonic.
As a general
tonic for women, to improve the ap
petite and build up the constitution,
Cardui is in a class by itself. Those
who have used it say it does the
work; it relieves, it cures.
Try it.
Your druggist lias it.

i
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TH1NC3S

THE

'

i

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

sc

TH0V1AS P. DEL0AD0. Msr.

j

j

:

Irrigation and Farm

:

Work made easy by using

1

j

repsump

FULLER & JOHNSON

1

j

j

GORMLEY

F.

PRANK

Why, the HARDWARE STORE is just the place to buy sensible,
useful Christmas gifts.
Silverware, Carving Sets, Table Cutlery, Pocket Chives, Ranges
and a thousand and one other things will make presents your family or your friends will like.
Don't throw your money away buying some trashy present, but
come to us and buy a sensible gift.

WHOLESALE
Aft D RETAIL

Screened

BE SURE

Telephone

Lump

CERRILLOS

Sawed Wood

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & 8. F. lepot.

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

j

Agent.

ha?Jwarco!S We have it.

If it's Hardware

Smithirg Coal. Steam

Coal.

nd Kindling.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

'

Wholesale

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

j

&

j

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

J

:kerr's

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

Sole Agents For

j

INTERNATIONAL STOCK

FOOD.

Your New Year Greeting

-

Should be accompanied w th somelittle remembrance,
we still have a fine assortment of attractive, Jew pr ed

novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have the
the sweetest sounding phonograph
made
Come in and enjoy some of this music, and look
to our attractive display of goods,

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

,

j

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

Str

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA

111

?S45

1E0 HERSCH

45

FE- -

11

1X7 IX

That the New Year we are just entering
for each and every one, a Happy New
year full of Health and Prosperity: With
for all favors shown us and hoping your New Year Resolution

Our Wish

may be
Year; a

thanks
will

Their lessened

be
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The Struggle, for Statehood
A HISTORY OF 60 YEARS '

LUXE QUININE

HERPICIDE.DE

BATHS

BATHS

&

BATHS

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

OF EFFORT.
By Hon. L. B, PRINOK

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work Is guaranteed; yo- -r
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.

The Book of the Time
If you would discuss the subject
Intelligently.
Mailed on CI HO
receipt of P1W
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING Oo,
Santa Fe. N. M

PHONE RED 122.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surrses, Saddle Horses

Call up

miii

'Phone 9

When In Need of Anything in the
Liveiy Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES
Ba Cupar ImM

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

FHONS) RED 112.

'

!

Hbbwwwwui in

carry a complete Jine of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.

earning

power is a direct loss to the owner.
In addition to this there is the constant danger of a fall which may
make it necessary to kill a valuable
animal.
"There is no more willing, patient
worker for man than the horse. H&
many fine qualities deserve for him
the most considerate treatment, leav- ing out of consideration his earning
value. There is no question that this
creature of high intelligence and sen- sitive nerves suffers acutely when his i

Will Trade With
H. C.

m

to
W.

Prof.

as rapidly.
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L By Taking ZOOK'S White Pine and Tar Expectorant.
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rmacy

ftnarntpp fn relieve, thfc
Phone 213

Coilflh or mOHCV back.
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 5, 1911.

CERTIFICATE

'HE SXNT.i FE SEW arEXICAST, SANTA FE, V.Ik

Treasury Department,

Office of Comptroller
rency.

of the

There
concern! d.
worth of. s: aaipti ;i ii ti in v

KEEP THE KIDNEYS WELL.

REEXTENDING
CHARTER.

Health is Worth Saving, and Some
Santa Fe People Know How
to Save it.

Cur

Washington, D. C, Dec. 2, 1010.
Many Santa Fe people take their
Whereas, by satisfactory evidence lives in their hands by neglecting the
to
tho
has
it
undersigned,
presented
know these organs
been made to appear that THE FIRST kidneys when they
Sick kidneys are responsineed
help.
NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE.
vast amount of suffering and
located in the City of Santa Fe, in the ble for a
but there is no need to sufill
health,
County of Santa Fe and Territory of!
to remain In danger when all
New Mexico, has complied with all fer nor
and pains due to
the provisions of the Act of Con- diseases and aches
can be quickly and perweak
kidneys
gress "to enable National Banking As manently cured bv the use of Doan's
sociations to extend their corporate
Here is a Santa Fe
Kidney Pills.
existence, and for other purposes; citizen's
recommendation.
approved July 12, 18S2, as amended
Hyman Lowitzki, 115 Guadalupe St.,
by the act, approved April 12, 1902;
Santa
Fe, N. M., says: "I can recomLAWRENCE
NOW, THEREFORE, I,
Doan's
mend
Kidney Pills, as they
O. MURRAY, Comptroller of the Curhave been used by myself and other
rency, do hereby certify that THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA members of the family with splendid
Doan's Kidney
FE, located in the City of Santa Fe, results. The value of
In the back
for
Pills
pain
relieving
Terriin the County of Santa Fe, and
difficulties has
tory of New Mexico, is authorized to and the other kidney
have succession for the period speci- been thoroughly proven to me."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
fied in its amended articles of associaFoster-iallburCo., Buffalo,
cent3.
of
until
business
close
tion; namely,
New York, sole agents for the United
on December 2, 1930.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF wit- States.
Remember the name Doan's and
ness my hand and Seal of office this
take no other.
second day of December, 1910.

BURKE HAS
i

LAWRENCE O. MURRAY,
Comptroller of the Currency-

(Seal)
Charter

No. 1750.

Extension No.

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
December 14, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Pascual
Vlanueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who on
August 4, 1905, made homestead enNE
for NW
try, No.
NW 4 of section 15,
and SE
township 13 N., range 9 E., N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
to make final
proof, to e
tablish claim to the land above described, before register or receiver U.
S. land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 8th day of February, 1911.
Claimant nam s as witness:
Bentura Anaya, Juan Vlanueva,
Cruz Archuleta, all of Galisteo, N. M.,
and Julio Montoya, of Palma, N. M.

1767.

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
Are tonic in action, quick in results.
A special medicine for all kidney and
bladder disorders. Mary C. Abbott,
Wolfeboro, N. H., says: 'I was afflicted with a bad case of rheumatism, due
to uric acid that my kidneys failed
to clear out of my blood. I was so
lame in my feet, joints and back that
it was agony for me to step. I usedi
Foley Kidney Pills for three days
when I was able to get up and move
about and the pains were all gone.
This great change in condition I owe
to Foley Kidney Pills and recommend
them to anyone suffering as I have."
Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
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five-yea-

JADE

December Revenue of ' snta
Fe Post Office First
Class
SWIFT

DISPATCH

OF

fiSILS

Enormous

Quantities Were
Handled bv Force the Past
Few , Weeks-

if

-

cunnir

an in- same

over ?;
st

Hid

At this time when
per
of 'he territory, representing the
fei'etit cities, are telling their r ml
ors what a wonderful record tins le- n
established at their local post unices.,
it might not be amiss to furnish the
New Mexican's readers with a
and figures touching local postal, conditions.
he new

few-fact-

No Delay Anywhere.

In November,
Postmaster Hurke
asked for additional clerical and carrier service for the holiday season,
and also requested that an Inspector
be sent here to rearrange an entire
new schedule for the local office.
The request was granted and Inspector Calvert, one of the oldest men, in
point of service, in the Post Office
Department was detailed to Santa
Fe to do the work. He reported favor?
ably and made a complete re arrangement of time schedules for clerks and
their duties. It was immediately put
into effect and has greatly facilitated

!

--

Army Inspectors RAN Z SCHOOL IN CLASS
Through Academic course,

young

prep&rl-- g

men for college or for business life. Great
amount of opon air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the (JnloD. Located
on the beautiful
Pecos Valley the garden
t id e'evatlon of 1,700
spot of .the West

feel nboe sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Ittie rain or sno during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern lp all respects
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamllroa, Vice President;; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

Flnlay
For particulars a,n1 .Illustrated catalopoe

address
COL.

JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent.

RIDE IN THE MOON

The "Shop Notes"' Dept.
-

"

20

1

;,

M., on Febru

N.

Cc-Is-

Cuba, X. M., for the e;.i
.Sees. 2K and 29, T. Zl S.
M. P. M.

j

tr.'tsy

He names tks

"Amateur Mechanics"

to ps.teiish
r
m;:ke
furniture, wireless, boats, engines, magic, rnevjn
and ail
the ihmKs a boy loves.
$1.50 per year, single copies IS cents
ASK YOUR NEWSDEALER Or Addn.

of said tract for twenty
years rest prew. ng the survey ol
the township, viz.:

possession

to prove his

Sandoval,
4123

it

foUowit-i-

j

a-

j

i

j

V

1

actual continuous

Ramon Casados, Luciano Gonzales,
Cristobal Casados
Trajillo.
ail of Cuba, X. Jl.
Any pet son who desires to protest
against the allowance: of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial
;on under the laws are::
;iI:l!1-ii;of
the luterior Department wtty sioh
wi
proof should not be aKoAc-ij
sivea ait opportunity at the above- mentioned time and place to cross
examine tne witnesses ot t.aid claimhint, and to offer evidence
rebuttal
in u;ai Biinnuttea by claimant
MA.VUEL !t. OTERO

iteiiis'ei

wPnesse?
If you want anyTarng on tanii-t- ry
; tlverse
a New Mexican Want Ad

We Have Built Up

MECHANICS MAGAZINE

223 Wathington St.,
$20 TIP FOR

Fraternal

L

iary lo, lfili, viz:

vrr s to ,
things How to make repairs, and article :ur
home and shop, etc.

POPULAR

"'Cuba,
:

CLica--

HANGING
UP PATRON'S

Insurance

HAT.

j

s

VIA

Must

Adopt
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-Insurance reinChicago, Jan.
missioners of many states have been
outspoken
recently
regarding the
need for enactment of the uniform
fraternal insurance bill adopted by
the itiHiirance conimiKsioners' eonven- ii(iu and endorsed by fraternal feder- ations whose tiendiuni rtcrs aw. in
chit-agoIn New York Superintend-o- r
ent 0f Insurance llotchliiss
said:
-Tne trmn is tllilI w,,ilf, maMV a(lvo.
fra(CTna
insurance have!
(;ules 0lonK slult th(,ir (JV0S , jt ,no rt.n(x.
8,,matIve nlen ot- a !hf.st, 80,.io)le8(
as well as the heads of insurance ile-- j
partments in the various slates, are
now ot one accord m the belief tiiat i
(unless prompt and wise action be
t.ilten by the states in the enactment
ol reasonable but at the same time
(mandatory laws, and by the societies
themselves in the readjustment of
their rates, as well ns in other diree- timis. fraternal insurance will within
in
Mlie next decade or two-enmilerships. with heavy losses to
lions of members and their depend-

'
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THE PACE FOR 1911
will surely be set by our livery stable, as we have rigs to let as good as
private ones. If you
ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
or you have an engagement where a
carriage is necessary or proper, send
us word and we will see that you are
well cared for. We guarantee you'll
be pleased with our service
and
prices.

j

j

IILLIiffiS 4 SISM
Francisco St. 'Phone

.10 San

139 Red.

it

-

WE HANDLE LUMBER
in large quantities and have every
modern facility for furnishing the
very be6t rough or dressed
Lumber
of every description. We are thus
enabled to make the very best prices
for Lumber of such high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on your

contracts.

Charles W. Dudrow

j
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Pennsylvania
mice department urged

itisur- -

j

the enact-- ,
In South Car-- i
nient of the measure.
i.ilma Commissioner AlcMaster said:
if
"It is said with full conviction that
iliere are few managers of these as- sociations today who deal frankly
and who tell
with the membership
'(
.
iiy whui they know, or what they
examination.
could learn by careful
titz
:i.i
be
would
I'l tie general situation
wholly satisfactory if this were done.
A.
V
' T i "f '
St
'
ill lie full facts were known to all
VA
and to all who pro-- j
j who are members
there;
posed 10 become members,
and these)
could be no complaint,
most worthy institutions would be re-to the splendid plane of true
stored
a
brotherhood on which they were or
iginally loundeu.''
A Rough and Ready Leader.
suburbs
War between
Chicago's
and the traction companies and war
bet ween President Peter Hart.en of
9
the Cook County Board of Commis- sioners and the rest of the board has
POSTMASTER E. C. BURKE
given "the peace on earth, good will
lo men" of Christmas short, shrift in
Who Has Made Good.
Chicago. The Kartzen row is pictur-- j
esopie but politics is such that he is
the distribution and dispatching of preparm and labeling the same for assailed from every side, by both Remails. It has also more evenly dis- dispatch will entail endless trouble publican and Democratic press, lie,
tributed the work among the differ- for the ender, the iiostal employes a Democrat, offended the Democrats
The registry by refusing to appoint machine can- ent clerks and during the holiday and the government.
I.
ii
of Miss Maude
didates named by Roger Sullivan and
rush there was not a hitch or delay window id charge
F. R. Stevenson has been
Hanlon
of any kind in the handling of the
being a Democrat and a victor he ofhai lied and there, have been fended the
ably
course.
of
whether
of
Republicans
mail,
mails.
Every piece
ew
from any
complaints
mighty
itartzen however, has an enviable
ordinary pr registered, was dispat- source.
tor rough and reauy
ched each day and not a single piece
The ). stal employes one and all are reputation a
and
justice which, to the disremained over for the next day. entitled 'o great credit for their ex-- '
Am this in view of the fact that the cellent handling of the mails and the gust of the party leaders, is popular.
was
Territorial Secretary's office
" "P '
patrons of the office are not slow to
Tlie ex"osure of ,heu ,',
"? trut J,D
sending over for mailing each day let them know it.
g
Year
New
from 7,000 to 12,000 copies of the
himself has Chicago Just before
Pns.e ,ster Rnrke
ann
sendeve
cates
was
in
the
Governor
orgy
tuning
the
worked in every department of the
Constitution;
ot mac ining out his annual report: the Su- office
iring the strenuous period: rooms cost tne proprietors
perintendent of Public Instruction.- one ,,,,. at tne stamp window: then genious check room graft thousands
of dollars in spite of the maudlin gen
Traveling Auditor, and Internal uev- making out money orders; next
Collector, together with other ceivins registers; later mil back in erosity that the exposure didn't nip.
territorial and government officials the in; iling department,
canceling But the "tip trust" is iedited witn
were sending out their reports for stamps or distributing mail; and the cleaning up $2,000,000 dnrirg the las
the year. An instance of the celerity disposi ion of every employe to help three years merely by supplying boys
with which mails were dispatched the oi: er out has bettered the serv- to grab the hats and coats of patrons
and their tips. Many a sloppy celeAt I ire wonderfully.
was illustrated last Friday.
was
office
week
the
Thi;
sent
brant with more money than sense
equipped
o'clock p. m., the Secretary
large canceling machine and lias peeled off a $10 and even a $20
about 4,000 copies of the constitu- with
even
o
for the boy who performed the ardution to the office for mailing and at the icials hope to afford
Now
in
near
the
ter
future.
si
ous
in
task of hanging up his coats and
locked
up
were
5:30 p. m. they
that iie other towns are boosting giving his hats a rub.
mail 3acks ready for the evening their
ifflcers, just keep in mind the
On "Wednesday 13 sacks ot
train.
fact lat the Santa Fe office has
A RELIABLE COUGH MEDICINE, jj
evening
on
the
out
mail were sent
on "beei goin' some."
Is a valuable family friend. Foley's
trains; on Thursday 33 sacks and
Honey and Tar fulfills this condition;
Friday 41 sacks. If the voters of the
Mrs. Charles Kline, N. 8th
exactly.
territory do not receive copies of thj 20 YEARS AGO TODAY
constitution it will not be the fault Ftoi the New Mexican ot this data St., Easton, Pa., states: "Several
18 0.
members of my family have been cur
of any delay on the part of the local
ed of bad coughs and colds by the
in
J.
charge
Parsons,
eharles
office,
a use of Foley's Honey and Tar and 1
II in. M. S. Otero, of Bernalillo,
of this department, and his able as-- ;
in every sense am never without a bottle in the
sistants may well be proud of tluir representative man
am; who counts his friends here by house. It soothes and relieves the ir- record.
sco es, is circulating among Santa ritation in the throat and loosens up!
City Delivery Service.
the cold. I have always found it a re-- j
ns to lay.
While the local letter carriers are Fe;
yrs. Ilfeld and pretty little daugh- liable ccKigh cure." Sold at Capital
not favored as the carriers of Den-- j
have gone to Albuquerque on a Pharmacy.
ter
ver were during the holiday rush,
when the wealthy residents of the vis't.
AND GALENA
on. Frank Springer of Las Vegas LEAVENWORTH
Capitol Hill district sent their autoIN POPULATION.
Court.
LOST
.ere
the
is
Supreme
attending
to
be
placed
mobiles to the post office .
IS
'udiro Wllintt nf Silver C, tv
at the disposal ot carriers
Washington) Jan. 5 Seven muninnantitles of mail. t; ong tne visiting attorneys.
is vislt- - cipalities in Kansas, which in 1009
ui
were
men
uiney.
local
at the same time the
had fewer than 5,000 persons each,
tlie Capital city.
and Riiecial
oil
.oiuvnd
increased in population beyond these
lOncourage home talent by
r
Edward M. Berardinelli
Dramatic
figures during the last ten years,
th.e Spanish
was
furnished with Postmaster
while one city of the nineteen which
House
at
Gray's
iitertalnment
Opera
Burke's horse and Tunabout to insure ml rrV. t
la rrnniiuri in the twelfth census had iu excess ot
fraot
'
the immediate and early delivery of
The
5,000 went below those figures.
"!BeC!w
all registered packages and
the Uotal number of cities in Kansas of
8.
the!
today
purchased
Fleming
This feature greatly facilitated
over 5,000 populations, according to
limwB
6
work ot the regular carriers, WhO
the ueorge uann the census statistics today, is twentyof
in
front
just
not
witn
were
burdened
any register:
dur-cities
of
six
a
net
a
on
increase
five,
and which will soon be
ed matter and allowed them to make place,
it being the intention to open ing the ten years. The increases in
Immediate and quick delivery of all corner,
a new street through the Weber pro those cities were small in most cases.
Next year another
ordinary mail.
Mr. The most decided decrease was Gal-perty lying toward the south.
carrier will be added to the local
will improve ihe property at ena, from 10,155 to 6.D0G, Leaven-Fleming
force which will insure a much better once.
worth decreased 1,272. Almost half!
city delivery service for the local
of the entire increase in the popula-Carriers Crlchton, Chavez. For
office.
and Stuffy Colds tion of the state of Kansas was con-LaGrlppe
Coughs
Slaughter and Berardinelli are given
cities of
Take Foley's Honey and Tar. It tributed by the twenty-fivdue credit for their good work.
gives quick relief and expels the cold over 5,000.
Large Increase in Postal Receipts.
from your system.
It contains no
The past month has Been a recor l opiates. Is safe and sure. Sold at
If you want anything on earth try
breaker as far as postal receipts are oipltal Pharmacy.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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The kind lhat grows with your library
that
that will fit practically any space
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing ihe books that is
practical, artistic, and he only perfect sectional

j

j

g
bookcasu made. Fitted with
doors ; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and a!! made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Ca!i and
see them or send forcataiog 105 with interior
non-bindin-

....

arreiiineot

views showing

g,

n library .parlor,

roller-bearin-

etc

New Mexican Printing Company
Sole Agents, San- - F, New Mexico.

non-est-

(1

e

i

bet-vic- e

Knbmt Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE 8AME THIN
REFREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS,
MEMBER A RUBBER 8TAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAY3

j

j

30 H. P.

$1,500

We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
S 1NTA FE GARAGE
Palace Ave.
--

f

,.,
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NEW YEAR ALMOST ARRIVED

'

and we still have line in the City
of Toys and Fancy Goods
FOR NEW YEAR PRESENTS

A

"f"T

,'iuiiii

1

Everything at bottom prices. Everybody
invited to call and examine them.

is

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

PRICE-LIS-

T

Inchea ong
Stamp, not over 2
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
e
and not over 3
Inches long
Stamp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp, 1 5o
and not over 5 Inches long
Stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
e
Stamp, over 6 inches long, ftr inch
Each additional line, same srlc.
(Curved lint on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Inch Inch In slz, ws chaif
Where type used is over1 one-haf
Inch or fraction.
line for each

One-lin-

e

One-lin-

One-lin-

1S

2

2

e

One-lin-

lf

Zfle.

25-

1

-

13c.

for one

one-hal-

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and dats for
Ledger Dater month, day and year In
Regular line Dater
Deflnance Model Band Cstsr
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
PADS.
8TAMP
25 cents; t
15 cents; 2
10 cents; 2x3
75 cents.
15 cents; 3
14, 50 cents; 4
ADDKESS
FOR 1YPE SPECIMENS

Fac-Smi- le

Ms
5(
35

l.M
1.59

150

SELF-INKIN-

1- -t,

1

e

ADOLF

.

j

j

;

"A."

A wonderful story
.f tt:k
ical A?e. Instructive, but n.ore
th n
any notion. A magazine for !i;n,i.,-r.;- .
Lawyers. Tear hers. Farmers,
fries Men.
..n.
ufucturers, Mechanics. Has 1,2!". "0 reader
nn.nth. Interests evervh'xiv. When v.u s,r , r
vou understand whv.
man who read- t.
l'nir newsdealer wii! sin, vnu one; or write ti
publishers for a free rarui le copv.

j

For Best Laundry Work

ROSWELL, MEW MEXICO,

Month
250 Pages
of the ProKr?sr

-

IMFEHIiL LAONOHY

"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department

Every
400 Articles rr

ii- -

,

is

300 Pictures

i

i

(Republication )
the
hereby given that
ii.i; named claimant has flioc
1.')' ice f4 liis intention to make fina.
prwil in support of his cl:
iiiiJ'ji
it; aei 17 of the act of March
3V'l (:'; S'ats., S,v4), as amridei!
by the act of February 21, 1833 Ci.
plates., iTei, a:u! that said proof wiii
"
sanaovai. t.

'

'Written So Yon Can Understand It"

!!:,

if

Kew Mexko Military Institute

MAGAZINE

larger

liiali for ;inv iiwnith in h.
ory of
if n:.
' ratio
i!ie JofRl office.
in the
erf kept up for each n
First
.ar, Santa Ke would !
Class ami we would be
double
tl e force of employes
now
i
r con
This does not t,:
his.
si lenition the greut anio
ec. matier sent out by nl'
ceives
of:ic?s, for which the of
u the
no' a cent of credit. K'
ih. (1111- peo ple of New .Mexico ra
s a
istiution tnd New Mcxic
sta'e, the greater part i Lis
;a;e-.
and
ed matter w ill require
ii opporlagan, the office will hav
timity of getting a proper a ling.
Money Order Busir
mount of
Money orders to the
?.";r.rfl
$l:i,:.ST.ll were paid am
: icd
durwas received for nrder.-i:i-g
'
'he niim'h: $ln,S."o
posit- e,i ty third tines postn s iv reqnir-- j
or-ed te deposit 'heir siinie;.-de- r icoie-F" office.
muds in the Santa
of Assist'I his department in charm
Olel'O is
ant i'osnna.swr Manuel
in keeping with the gene'-improve-nient in the other depai" e nt s. aiid
he is handed many a houij ,ct for his
handling
courtesy and promptness
this branch of the office.
Registry Busines
wa.-the
The registry business
heaviest in history, and ihi liranch
of pos'al work is the most tediOUS.
The fact that each regis:. red loiter
packago has to be h.:n. !!,! any-- !
where from live to ten times before
a great
its regular dispateli, reqim-.deal of time and the slight' s! mis-- .
take or error of omission in properly

Register.

Btiiii'tffihtiiiWiiii'i'waa

ZvlECHANIGS

-

i

Notice for Publication.
Coal Jemez ForeBt.l
urtment of the Interior,
"uited States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M Nov. H. VtV).
(1)13X46

-

MANUEL R. OTERO,

The New Mexican
Printing com
pany has prepared civil and criminal
j dockets especially for the use of Justices of the peace. They are especial-- '
ly ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
basket leaves Mori day Tuesday good record paper, strongly and dur-- i
bound, with leather back and
Returns. Thursday n,nd Friday. ably
covers and canvas sides,
hall fuli
AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop (index in front end the fees of justices
j of the
peace and constables printed
Mrs PO. BROWN Agent
i in full
on the 2rst page. The pages
inches. These books are
Phone No. 23 Red
jare 10
made up in civl' and criminal dockets.
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pases clvdl and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
La Salle Restaurant
offered at the following prices
?2.:E
Civil or Criminal
CHAS. GANN, Prop
Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
Two boors below F. Andrews' Store
or 55 cents additional for a
docket,
REGULAR MEALS 25c
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
SHORT ORDERS AT ALL H0JRS
full must accompany
order. State
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5 00
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading Is wanted.
French Noodle order 20c. dish.
New York Chop Suey 20c. dish.
If you want anytnmg on earth-;- a try
New Mexican Want Ad.
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GOOD
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posfl
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AGE THRE8

J8EW FlEXICAJi

PRlflTlflG CO.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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f AGE

THE SLXTA i'B NEW MEXICAN, SAN1A

FOUR.

3"E, N. M.

IT'S THE MAN AND THE METHOD
FRATE8KJU. SOCIETIES
That some farmers are making a
success of dry farming, even though j
hE NSW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUSLISHERS.
their neighbors f i i I , seems to imliMASONIC.
not the diou'h nor the
PAUL A-- F. WALTER,
caie iliiit it
FRANK P. STURGES,
far-j
Vice President soil that are to blame, but the
Editor and President.
llonteauma Lodge N.
in. r, liis methods, the seed he selects
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure1. A. F. & A. M.
ami the crops he tries to raise. The j
comrrmnfeatim
inar
Entered ss Second Class Ma ;tor ;it t!ie anta Fe Postoffice.
following letter, for instance, publishfirst Mond'.y ol est'.
Buii $3.50 ed in the Dry Farming Congress
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
liniiy, fix iv.ii.'hs by mail
i month a Masor-i- ' Ci
lctin, indicates nothing short, of pheat 7.30 t;. j:.
Daily per v.eek by carrier
2.00
in'!year
Weekly,
nomer.a! success in a year of extra-y
K. H. 1 OILMAN,
Daily, per month, by carrier
4'
six
month.
Weekly,
.65
Daily, per mouth, by mail
ordinary dryness:
Acting Mast.
50
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
"The precipitation last year was:
Daily, per year, by maii
below normal, and we had
light LAN R. McCORD,
Secretary.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
snriug rains. We plowed deep from
Santa Fe Chapter No. I
six to twelve inches and all in the
:T f R. A. M. Regular c
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to fall. I had about S00 acres in wheat.
V vocation second Monday oi
every postoitice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation 200 acres in oats, 112 acres in vetch
.Vvtv . each month at Mast- of
Southwest.
the
and oats, 300 acres in corn, four acres
among the intelligent and progressive people
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
'
"
in beans, tour acres in Victoria peas,
8. G. CARTWRIGHT, 1 P
four acres in lentils, ten acres in LRTKL'R SELIGMAN, Secretary.
V..ON7jt.T."'A'"

IK Vi

K

BLANKS

R.

'

j

Printed and foi sale by New

Mo,

....

j

j

President.

J. B,

Mexi-ra-

hUi),

Casniei.

HUSK IcKAtE, Assistant Castkr
51
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SAi'STA FE.

2

Blanks.
r
Auto de Arresio.
pliego.
G5
Auto de Prision,
pliego.
ftstiV FA
XotabHshod in 187
Declaraclon Jurada,
pliego.
Certificado de Nombramlei.to,
-Capital Stock
$150,000
pliego.
Fianza Oficial,
pliego.
30.000
Surplus and Undivided Profits Fianza Oficial y Juramento,
pliego.
Trnsacts general banking business in all its branches.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
Loans
money on the most favorable tsrms oa all kinds ol
pllgeo.
and coilateraj security. Buys and sells bonds and
personal
Enumeracion.
de
Formula
pliego.
Contrato entre los Directores y Pre- stocks in all mirkets for its customer. Bays and aens
pliego.
ceptors,
domestic and for :i.511 exchange an J makas telegraphic transfer
Caminos, 25c.
of
money to aH parts of the civilized warld on as libera' terms
50
Llbros
Recibo
de
j
de
Capltaclon,
Fe Commandeij No
are jjiven by any moiiey transmiting agency pub!:c or
sji Santa
as
j&o, 1, K.... T. Regular cou w en un libro, 25c.
Asesamento
,.,
de
.
de
Noticia
Asesores
: i
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
iourtu aiuuuay iu
month at Mn'onlc Hal: at 100 en un libro. 75c.
cent
annum, on six months' er years1 time. Liberal
par
Contrato de Combustible.
pliego.
7: SO p, m.
on curisignments ef livestock anJ products.
advances
msde
Documento Sin Garantia.
pliego.
J. A. MASSIE. E C.
The
all orders of its Matrons in the banking line,
executes
bank
sheet
Option,
'.V. E. GRIFFIN,
Recorder.
Notas Obligacionei, 25c por 58.
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in ail respects. S
aid
Libros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- - S
feanta Fe Lodge of Perfection Mo. 1
Libros de Recibos Supervisores de
14th degree. Ancient and At
inj. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of tfce
Libros de Eleccion de Directores
Rue of Fiee Masonry "eew de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paginas, 20c, 20c
rablic is respecfuiiy solicited
on the third Monday of each i ontt y 40c.
uxn n nj - .njTj - jTjTnji - rurrtrj
iru
u
at 7:30 o'clock in the even.
Applicacion por Llcencla dti Matrl-- ij
Masonic Hall, south side of i'laz
monio,
pliego.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
Certificado de Muerte,
pliego.
dially invited to attend.
Certificado de Nacimento,
pliego.
JOHN W. MAYE.i 32.
Registracion.de Fallecimentos
yj
Venerable .Vaster Muertes, 25c.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32,
Juez de Paz, Repertorlo Criminal y
Civil, $4.
Secretary.
p.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a volNog.
B. P. O. C.
3 to 12 inclusive, $3.30 each;
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. &. ume;
Vy ILL I AW) VAUGHN PROP.
Money's
Digest of New Mexico Re-- '
sec
on
'he
session
holds its regular
25c.
full sheet, $6.50. Postage
ond and fourth We!nesda of eact ports,
One
in
Retail Liquor License, 50 in Book.j
month. Visiting brothers are invitee1
$3.00.
ROOMS IjJ SUITK WITH PRTVBATE BATH
A.
welcome.
FISCHER,
J.
uid
I. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage:
Cuisine and
Large Sample
25c each.
Secretary.
Table Service
Room for ComNotification of Change in Asssss-men- t
Unex
mercial Travelers
by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.75.
F. W. FARMER.
General License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
Homestead No. 7829.
WASHINGTON AVENUE
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
Brotherhood of American Yeoman
100 in Book, 75c.
Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays,
County Superintendent's Warrant,
Delgado's Hall.
50 in Book, 85c.
H. Foreman C. G. Richie,
Poll Tax Receipt, 50 in Book, 25c.
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Farmer.
Poll Books for City Election, 8
.
pages, 50c.
Poll Books for Town Election, !
PROFESSION
pages, 4Uc.
Poll Books, Election of School Dl
rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
30c and 40c.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Road Supervisor's Receipt, 60 in
WHEN IN TOWN GIVE US A CALL.
25c.
Book,
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Etc.
Stamps,
It is centrally located on the
Attorney-at-Lainches
One line stamp, not over 2
New Mexic
Santa Fe,
FREE SAMPLE ROnM.
line, 10c
with hot
long, 15c; each addi'-onplaza Steam
Spanish

c

-

PALEM.

Tainting Companv, Santa Fe, N.

Butchers' Bond,
sheet.
Sheriffs' Monthly Report of
censas,
sheet.

J
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peas, sixty acres alfalfa,
for
acres in barley-pea- s
silage, and a lot of hay, sorghum, rye

vetch-hors-

thirty-tw-

WATER RIGHT'S DE- - relief, even though the amount of and forage. I follow fall plowing,
water used is within the decreed ap- - discing in the
CISION.
spring for spring crops
I
Iti the first division of thp district i:,,I nation, since the decree is made, and harrowing sometimes twice.
no
the
limitation that
matter; use a packer, disc and weeder. My
ronrt at Denver, ;.u imeoriant decision l;fori
amount is decreed it shall allow
was handed ri.r.vn il:is wroK by Ju1k' j
results
approximated:
: cropping
C AI Hiiss which will tend toward a no excefsive use or waste. The plead-- Wheat thirty-sibushels, oats forty-eigis- in
no
such
rase
this
prevent
more economical use of water asjinss
bushels, vetch and oats forty- t
.
t 'T iwls
l'i 'rht Cnl
II! t
"
en ' .'
e.'.
Il'n.i' li e a MHlcai on ...
if.vo bushels, beans thirty bushels,
v m.nii
lit,
t,f
...
iutnr,
abandonment.
"
wiucr miiiroiiiT.Hi n. nuer t lie ci.mn s
and
bushels, vetch
pea.s forty-eigh- t
decUior. irriKMni U.se all right n, ex-- Then fore, while the court is of the horse peas fifty bushels.
My neighcumc
imui
u;r
id actual Consumption e.j,,:im lku
nsilll't'll
cess kov
accomsi'con.d upon the land under bors, who use old methods,
no maner h
great the orialtsiil
find
I
less.
far
dry
farming
plished
c
said ditch is
icssive, it can not imI work
propriation.
the soil
dcr the 'issues, reduce- the nppropria methods good, and
in his decision .bulge Bliss said: 'tioii below
that figure, but. to ,;,.,(' under the Campbell system and have
"The icvM'ih clause of the decree
tamer crops than my neighbors, and
i: will r dace it."
contains the following limi.ations up- figure
better. I harvested most of my crops
W'C'i"
to
this
is
rt
opinion
subject
on the awards therein made:
five days ahead of others this year."
in
even
the
and
view
courts
" 'No
appellate
part of this decree shall be if
sustained by the Colorado supreme
taken or held to allow any excessive
LOWER TAXES
court is not Uwling in New .Mexico
use or waste of water whatever.'
of
On another page, the sources
it illustrates the undoubted tenyet,
"The plaintiff is the owner of three
revenue that will be available to the
nc.v to adopt, as a rule of law that
d(
subsequent appropriations of water in lie economical use of water for irri- - state, but are not now open to the
the same district and, in its own beTerritory, are pointed out. It is clearshall be the measure of
half and also for the benefit of all gat!ou
ly shown, that although there will be
and
thus
not
that,
waters
others similarly situated, seeks, in used shall be
a moderate increase of expenses,
to
subject
appropriation
this action, a perpetual injunction
though not reaching $100,000, caused
ecowill
those
who
an
put them to
restraining by
against the defendant.
nomical use. It is not. good public by the state government, there will
a reduction not only
them from diverting, under said dcthe tying up of waters nevertheless be
policy to
cree, more than 12 cubic feet, per for mere permit
of the tax rate but the actual taxes
or
the
to
speculation,
permit
second of water, and as the sole
It is
of wa- paid by the average taxpayer.
(waste and continued non-usFe Railway ComSanta
true
the
ground therefor alleges an abandon iters
that
those who have appropriated
to pay $40,000 more
ment of all the appropriation, award- them bywhen there are others
who are pany will have
ed by this decree, except this amount.
taxes on its railroad from Albuquerto
and
waters
such
willing
put
The defendants deny an abandonment, ready
que to the Arizona boundary but no
to economical use.
of any of said appropriation below the
one is grieving on that account. It
amount of (iO cubic feet per second.
is true, that county officials will have
SMALLPOX.
"It. is the opinion of the court that
to surrender their fees, which in some
The New Mexican has called atten- cases are enormous but that is not a
the following facts have been established by the preponderance of the tion to the fact before that smallpox cause for the taxpayer to weep. It is
exists all over the United States at true, that
evidence:
eight million acres which
this season of the year. The re- come to New
ilfiO
Mexico through the enol
acres
"Thai not to exceed
of health officers in New York,
act, will eventually yield ten
arable land lies under said ditch and ports
abling
California,
Colorado,
Pennsylvania,
that, owing to the location of the land land in other states continue each times one hundred thousand dollars,
but that is not a burden upon the tax
between the St. Vrain and South
time to include cases of smallpox. payer. It is also true, that the own- Platte rivers, it is not possible to ex-- j ever
,
.,
since me war in e una, me uis-.,,.) vl k.iiu ,,.;n
ill i,tjtz tuui
tend the said ditch or bring any more ease has had a firm hold
jl iaig uiaio
in every tic
. ,
,.
tn
m,,,.rfland under it.
state of the Union, most'y because of. taxes as the man who holds but a
lands1
"That, tile duty of water upon
lack of compulsory vaccination and small
plot, but that is only right and
cubic inches
under said ditch is 1
lack of strict quarantine. New MexAll in all, there is no reason
cubic
11.12
just.
or
approximately
per acre,
ico, probably, has had fewer cases why a few years from now that taxafeet per second for 300 acres.
at
had
than
Pennsylvania, and yet,
f
tion should be more than
what
"That the use of any more than
this time of year, the territorial hoard it is today upon the average taxpaycubic feet per second of water up- of health and the
county and city er. Whatever it is, it dare not be
said lands constitutes an exon
health authorities should see to it above ten mills on the dollar for state
of
water.
waste
and
use
cessive
vaccination law-i- purposes, which is less than it is tothe that the compulsory
"That in 1903 the defendant,
and
enforced
that
strict
quarantine day or than it has been for years.
Sherrer Land and Investment Com- io mutntninoil
Pntll 4 burin arnno iind
'
'
.
an
op-idelivered
and
executed
panv,
Santa Fe, reported a ense of smallpox
A NEW WATER SUPPLY.
tion for the sale of said appropria- not so
many weeks ago, and disquiet1SS3
of
Santa
tion under said decree
(togethFe, if it intends to grow, must
. ing reports come from every portion
iook around for an additional water
er with said land) for the sum of
of the Territory. Des Moines, Union
supply. The regular flow of the Santa
county, reported eighteen cases and Fe
river is not sufficient for the com"That the market value of water of the disease
the
is
among
and the reservoir depends upthe priority of .rune 1, 1805, in said Pueblo Indians, prevalent
munity
even within fifteen
water district, in 1U03. was approxi- miles of Stinta Fe. In Rio Arriba and on spring floods to tide the city over
mately the sum of $1,000 per' cubic Taos counties are many cases, so its needs during the year. This has
insufficient on more than one
feet.
mild, it is true, that some diagnose proved
Additional
"That by making said option said them as chickenpox, hut still a men- occasion.
reservoirs
defendant manifested an intention to ace. Action should be swift and thor- should be built; a pumping plant
abandon all of the appropriation de- ough. New .Mexico should not do less should be installad to lift the under
creed above IS cubic feet per second, for its
ground waters; or if feasible, part of
people than Uncle Sam is do- ;he Hew of the
Pecos should be divertthe amount actually diverted and ing in the same
the
premises for
ed into the Santa Fe waterslied. Whatturned upon the land.
Pueblo Indians.
ever is done, it should be done with"That the intention to abandon
out delay, for the present situation is
may also be inferred from the folA WATER FAMINE.
lowing facts, viz.: That no more land
The waste and misuse of water by intolerable. It is true, the Water
not to blame, its revenues
could be brought under the said ditch selfish
residents of Santa Fe during Company is
or any extension thereof; that no
have been comparatively small, the
l '
iiini CUIltllMM
lilt"
.inn
more water could beneficially be usedi
waste of water by water users during
cnt, accounts for the fact that there
on the land under the ditch, and that.
the past summer and even up to the
a
in
the domestic sup-pllis
shortage,
time has been shameful and
for the period of twenty years after at this
time, entailing much suffering present
rethe entry of the decree, no attempt in
those it might, be well to instal meters to
homes,
many
especially
was made to apply the excess water
In strain the indiscriminate use of water
homes in which illness exists.
on other lands by changing the point
a community in which the supply
more than one home, at the present, in
of diversion.
so
is
limited, but nevertheless, public
are running all night to
"In arriving at the figure of 18 cu- spickets
The utility corporations and municipal
them
from
shut.
keep
freezing
bic feet per second as the amount
owe it to the people to
person who thus wastes water that governments
actually diverted the court has disre- another needs, is on the same par provide such utilities as water and
garded largely the capacity of the with' the fellow who would rob the to look far ahead to supply the needs
headgate, because the evidence seems chicken roost of a poor widow. Th? of the future.
to indicate that it was impossible to
s
run it full, and that the capacity of Santa Fe Water and Light Company-ha-at
President Taft approves the finda
force
and
working day
night
the ditch below the w aste gate and beof the board of army engineers
to
ing
water
the
supply
present
augment
fore the ditch reached the meadow and restore the usual
that visited every irrigation project
While
pressure.
land or first lands to be irrigated was
is considerable water in the of the reclamation service last summuch less than that of the head gate. there
reservoir, It is not being turned into mer. A little more than $45,000,000
The testimony of the witness, Peery, the
pipes but is being held for emer- available for construction are divided
who held the option in 1?03 and who
In New
use in case of a fire. The flow among various projects.
gency
cleaned out the ditch, repaired it to
goes into the pipes is direct from Mexico,, the Elephant Buttes underits utmost capacity and ran it as full that
tak- taking its to receive more than
as possible, all with a view of sell- the river. toManager Owen is now
have the main reservoir
which means that it can be
ing
steps
also
had
great
ing the water right,
thoroughly cleaned and will probably rushed to completion as rapidly as
weight with the court.
a traveling crane for that pur- the material and labor available per"In fixing the duty of water the install
no
court also gave great weight to the pose. In the meanwhile, every house mit. This big appropriation,
hold should be economical in the use doubt, prevented the Carlsbad
and
of
witness
the
defendant's
testimony
of water and no one should be so Hondo
projects from receiving conwho had worked upon the ranch, has
as to permit sideration, although both should have
farmed for years an adjacent ranch criminallyto forgetful
run when the water is had appropriations for necessary exspickets
under like conditions and who is in- not
used.
tensions.
terested in disposing of his own water right. He was in the opinion of
Something like $27,000,000 dividends
In El
.ast year, the deaths
the court, an honest, fair witness, as were
distributed on New Year. That numberedPaso,
142s a rate of 3G.3
well as an exceptionally intelligent
per
sum
an
but
seems
enormous
like
thousand which exceeds even the 30
and competent one.
a
considered
when
it is
that
large per 1,000 which was shown by Albu
"Applying the law to the facts hereby querque.
inabove stated, it may be said that portion of this sum was paid out reThere are cities in the
the Steel Trust and that it is the
abandonment consists in
United States, situated in much
an
immense
turns
upon
capitalization,
climate than that of El
coupled with an intention to abandon.
r
of more than eighteen then the figures shrivel considerably Paso, which show a death rate of
The
J8"0"- lt
cubic feet per second for a period of!in ,he
twelve per thousand. Of course,
meml)ered that these dividends do only
m
.k.
i. ...i,i..i,
it must be remembered, that any
to
nabobs
a
few
altogether
fP
and, as already indicated, the inten l!10
place which is sought by healthseek-er- s
tion to abandon any excess has been uue uiai tuere are tnousanas upon
is hound to have a high death
the
thousands
of
Steel
stockholders in
shown by the agreement to sell bebut the belief seems to he justrate,
Santa
the
Corporation,
Pennsylvania,
low the market value of the amount
Fe and other railroads, and that these ified that a cleaner El Paso, cleaner
actually used, and by the physical stockholders are not
necessarily rich physically and morally, would result
.nnrlitinTi nt fho tirinoptv
aggregatG ar in a material reduction of the death
"Doubtless, as said by' the supreme men'
court in the New Mercer case, it is represented by the investment of rate.
estates, of life insurance companies,
the policy of our law to enforce an of
In the death of Senator Elkins,
trusts for colleges, universities and
economical use of the waters of our
New Mexico and particularly Santa
natural streams. It is also true that hospitals.
Fe loses a warm friend. He had a
tl6 decree awarding a definite prior- France in 1909 collected
warm attachment for his old domicile
$54,130,000
of
water, whether or not it exity
inheritance tax, Colorado the past where he took the first steps that led
pressly so, state, is made the subject two
years collected a quarter million to wealth, fame and power. In him,
to the limitation that there shall be
of
of such taxes. It is a the Republican party loses one of its
dollars
or
use
waste
excessive
of
'no
water,
but an application for a decree of Bourse of revenue that lightens the safest leaders and the lenate a statesman whose place will be hard to fill.
abandpnment is not the proper meth- tax burden for the people.
od to restrain the excessive use.
Unfortunately, West Virginia's legisJersey justice was slow in the Gal- lature is Democratic and the Repub"The party injured may restrain
Bueh excessive use or waste by an lagher case but when it struck it hit licans will thus lose another of a maaction for the purpose, and obtain his sood and iard.
jority that was slim enough.
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HOTEL

1

of the Best Hotels

the West

j

celled

;

j

.

j

m

for

HAS A ROOM

you.

nim

;

j
,

2

heated

extra.

Chas. R. Easley.
Chas. F. Easley,
Estancla.
Santa Fe.
EASLEY & EASLEY,

and cold water and a bath can
be had when wanted.

Local daters, any town and date for
ten years, $1.00.
Regular line daters, for ten years,

SPACIOUS LOBBY FOR
THE ENTERTAIMENT OF
GUESTS.

35c.

Attorneys-at-La-

Facsimile signature stamps, with
wood cut, $1.50.
sheet
Warranty Deed,
Quit Claim Deed, 2 sheet
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,

WILLIAM McKEAN

2

Attorney-at-La-

Taos,

Mlnins and Land Law.
New Mexico.

?rices European Plan, $1.00 Up

1--2

C. W. G. WARD

sheet.
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
4

Territorial District Attorney
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,

j

sheet.
Warrant,

4

Commitment,

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice In the District Courts
well as before the Supreme Court of
ihe territory.
Las Crucos,
New Mexico
RENEHAN & OAVIES
E. P. bavlet
Attorneys at Law.
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
Ofhce in Catron Block.
specialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

A. B. Renehan

4

sheet.
Execution,
Summons,

sheet.
sheet.
sheet
Affidavit,
Bond, 4 sheet
sheet.
Writ,
Summons as Garnishee,

iONTEZUHA HOTELS

4

4

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

4

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

sheet.
sheet.
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
sheet.
Sheep Contract.
Justice Of the Peace Blanks. gs
sheet
Appeal Bond.
sheet.
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
sheet
Appearance Bond.
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven
sheet
dor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
0c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals hot Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 14
4

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath and phone.

4

4

2

FINE SAMPLE

2

Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District
Courts.

and Su
Prompt and careful

....

2

and

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

C0R0NAD0 HOTEL

1--4

ONE OF THE BEST SHORT ORDER RESTAURANTS

corded Brand,

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND COLD BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
BATES 60c to
Kvery Room
G.
LUPE
HERRERA, Prop.
a Good One,
$1,00 per day

sheet

1-- 2

IN THE CITY

CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD

2

Cbnsellor-atLa-

RATES

J

attention given to all business
sheet.
ew Mexloe
aanta Fe,
Bill of Sale,
sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive and
G. W. PRICHARD
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's ReAttorney

ROOM.

THOS. DORAN
Proprietor.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

1-- 2

4

E. C. ABBOTT

preme

Proprietor.

.

4

New Mexico

-

J C. DIGNE0,

sheet

$12,-000-

non-use-

j

2

s

i

pr

j

2

t;-.-e

i

i

1

Authority to Gather, Drive and
Practice in all the District Court
Animals Not Bearing Owner'".
Handle
and gives special attention to cases
sheet
before the Territorial Supreme Court. Recorded Brand,
Contrato de Partldo,
pliego.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
Escritura de Renuncia, 2 pliego.
2

2

1--

Documento Garantizado.
pliego.
EDWARD C. WADE
2
Hipoteca de Eienes Muebles,
Attorney-at-Lapliego.
Documento de Hipoteca, 2 pliego.
.Practice in the Supreme and Dis
extensa
Documento
Garantizado,
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
forma entera, full sheet
Probate Com and before the U.
Certificado de Matrimonio, 10c cada
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
uno.
Offices.
2
Affidavit,
Las Cmces
New Mexico

S

2

1--

Montezuma Ave.

TELEPHONE 88

AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

Deed of Trust, full sheet
Release of Deed of Trust, 2 sheet
Compiled Laws of N. M.. 1897. $9.50.

W. WITTMAN
Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file Postage 45c.
Code of Civil Procedure, full leather,
ui the U. S. Surveyo- General's Office
Santa Fe,
New Mexico $1.00; paper bound, 75c. Postage 7c.
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Notary Seals:
PROBERT & COMPANY
Aluminum Pocket, $2.75, delivered.
Investments
Desk, $3.25, delivered nearest ex&
Stocks.
Lands, Mines, Bonds
press office.
Money Loaned for Investors.
Mining Blanks.
We have for sale general stocks
Additional and Amended Location
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and Certificate, 2 sheet
other Business Opportunities through
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet
out Taos county.
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
Bank References furnished.
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
New Mexico
Taos
1--

...

'

1--

4

r
sheet
Property,
Placer Mining Location, 4 sheet
Title Bond of Mining Property,
1-- 2

Ins Compel?,,
Santa Fe,

-

-

ROOM-Go-

Service.

od

1--2

sheet

sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet
Mining Lease.
Coal Declaratory Statement,
1-- 2

2

sheet

':

-

Coal Declaratory Statement
Power ol an Attorney,
fldavit and Corroboratteg
Non-Miner-

Affidavit 2 sheet
Notice of Right to Water,
Print
Forfeiture of Publishing
yi
f
New Ifoxloi Notice, 4 sheet
1--

1--

1--4

N. M

Wells Fargo k uornpan
Express
General Express Forwarders
'

TO

1--2

JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican

ATTRACTIVE DINING

ECOTJRTEOUS TREATMENT!
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY. Santa Fe,

4

a

BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS

sheet

STANDLEY G. SMALL, PH. G. M.
Physician & Surgeon.
Office 117 Palace Ave.
Hours: 11:00 a. m. to 12:20 p. m.
2 to 3 p. m., and by appointment.
Residence 225 Hillside Ave.
Phone Red 43

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block West ol Capitoi

Capital Hotel

1--

Non-Miner-

R.

124126

All

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fsrgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Ltx
with Payable Throughout the United States. Canada,
'
At
and all ForeigT Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
1-- 2

sheet

Out

f

J. D. BARNES. Apent

i

NW VESICAS,

THE SAX'TA FE

.UNiTED STATFS BAf.K

&

TRUST

f

GO.

business.
'he well
Jr., soi.
Hurry I.ubf-rs- ,
known
.it nan.e,
attorney,
is at the Palace hotel.
F. M. iiutzel. of natilf C: ( k. Micb.,
and
II. Clark, of liMivcr, are

Your Patrorage Sohciied
President

N. B. IAUGHLIN,

W.

E. GRIFFIN,

at the Palace ho. el.
F. V.'. Farmer, head of !':. lirother-i;- i
hood of American Yeomen
New
.Mexico, wiil leave tomorro.; lor Taos
sak-sni'--

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
Asst. Caseier

NSURAISCE

I
For Rent
For Sale

CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED PROPERTY, FRUIT AND ALFALFA RANCHES AND LARGE
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY.

o

Watson
A

(C.

BISHOP.)

Pbone. Red Ho.

1

CHAFING DISHES
PERCOLATERS

1

GLOVES
FOOTBALLS
PUNCHING BAGS
REVOLVERS
SKATES

t

189- -

Don't Overlook New Year at the

RAZORS

WATCHES
FANCY CHINA
WATER SETS

"What

Is iT

j

STORE!

Present, and not one that the Recipient

Sensible, Useful

Give a

for?"

will ask

Full Line of Useful Gifts Such as

A

FINE RUGS, ROCKERS,
DESKS,
CHINAWARE,
And other furniture Presents that last, and prove a joy for years
Akers-Wagne-

Furniture Co.

r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

FUNERAL

Our 6tock offers a great variety of Presents for every member of the
family.

gain table, It will pay you.

-

DIRECTORS.

2

J.

E. P. DAVIS.
See'y-Trea-

P,. HAYWARD

Manager.

s

2

SANTA FE ABSTRACT, REALTY

4

4

prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE. We write.
FIRE, TORNADO. PLATE GLASS, LIFE & ACWe draw LEGAL
CIDENT INSURANCE.
PAPEKS, attend to RENTS & COLLECTIONS,
LOAN and PLACE MONEY for clients.
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURCHASER for your property.
We respectfully solicit, your business.
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
Room 19 Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black 76
We

&

SUPPLY CO.
wmjqmgT-TimiwrnTitnfcii.i-

full sheet . . .
100 assorted
price.

2

t.

FE HARDWARE

SANTA

?

GEO. M. K1N8KLL,

See our bar-

Let us show you our goods and quote you prices.

2

c,

President,

SILVERWARE
DUMB BELLS
INDIAN CLUES
RAZOR STROPS
TOILET SETS
VASES
ANDIRONS
DRESSERS
ROCKERS
CARPET SWEEPERS
BOOKCACES

2

2

A, B. REN KHAN

PITCHERS
KITCHEN CABINETS
WRITING DESKS
BRASS BEDS
CENTER TABLES
CARVING SETS
POCKET KNIVES
MANICURE SETS
TOOL SETS
SCISSORS
TOY WAGONS

GUNS
BOXING

i

FURNITURE

... SUGGESTIONS
A..

2

St.

19 San Franciscu

......

fi&sr&&rzi

Cora h.
Wiimingteii,
I: liter, of this pla r.
"I used
1;. s
:.! blind dizzy
tc
have b.'1:"!'1 dies.
:;:;ci!s, and w:;;k n.b!
;.e!u went all
I had
i; '''rent doctors.
me.
tell me what
but they were unable
was wrong, so 1 bee :. to take Car- dul.
' am now nil liLiht, in good
I have been
hec'.tb, and better t':.
fo 10 jears." Cardui s a remedy for
women, which has 1" II helping sick
You
women for nearly a
.time.
Other
can absolutely rely n, on ii.
people have done the 'siitiK and you
should profit by tin r experience,
Cardui has benefited a million wo-- '
men.
Begin taking
Why not you
Cardui today.

PAGE FIVE

2

company

&

M.

i

FURNISHED AND UN.FUR NISHED,
MODERN RESIDENCES AND STORE
BUILDINGS,

c- -

N.

Mr.

to institute a lodge there.
T. A. Pothoff of this city h s o; :ne;
a bakery at Tucumcari. Qua y county,
Miss Magdalena Delguilo daughter
BLANKS.
of Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Delpailo. for- and for sate by New MexiPrinted
inerly of this city, but no- of Colfax can
Printing Company, Santa Fe. N.
county, has entered the Sifters of Mex.
school
term.
loretto academy for the
of
Claimant,
Proof, Testimony
Miss Delgado is staying at the house
'
full
sheev
!.
of her grandfather, Attorney
M.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration 0!
Uead.
fuli sheet.
Applicant.
1'ormer Mayor P. II. Lester of Al
Denosition of Witness.
buquerque, and who is a well uH,v:n sheet.
attorney is here on legal bi siiiess lie
sheet.
Final Proof.
is at the Palace.
sheet.
Contest Notice,
Hon. Charles A. Spies, president
fi
cuet.
Yearly Proof,
of the constitutional coir, ntion,
Affidavit to be Sied before contest.
rived in the city yesterda;.
Las
sheet.
Vegas on legal business.
Affidavit of Contest Against
Lou Weil, formerly a salesman from
sheet.
C'JS,
Entrynnoi,
Kansas City, and now in business at
Notice of Intention to make finil
sheet.
Taos, is at the Palace hotel.
proof.
Marcelino Ocana of Santa Rosa,
sheet.
Additional Entry,
12:
320 Homestead
Guadalupe county, is at. the Coronado
K.:try,
hotel.
rlfiet.
Attorney Thomas X. Wilkerson of
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap
Albuquerque, and former member of plicant, full sheet
the legislature, is here on legal busisheet.
Relinquishment.
ness. He is at the Monfcsuma.
Township Plats, 14 sheet.
R. McDougall of the Hamon Vigil
Township Plats, full sheet.
grant, is at the Montezuma.
General Bicnkr..
Hon. James G. Fitch, delegate In the
sheet.
for Deed.
Bond
constitutional convention from Sosheet
Bond of Indemnity,
corro county, is here on legal busisheet.
Bond, General Form,
ness.
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz.
Mrs. H. L. Hill is a. Xew York visitsheet.
Official Bond,
or at the Montezuma.
Notice of Sale t'nrier Foreclosure
H. B. Dougherty of Princeton. Ind
is at the Claire. He is on his way to of Mortgage, full sheet
sheet
Application for License,
the coast.
sheet.
Retail Liquor License.
Attorney Francis E. Wood, of AlbuNotice' of Conveya:
sheet.
querque, member of the constitutional
sheet
Certificate of F.lecticn,
convention, is in attendance at the
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
supreme court.
sheet
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
Mrs. Miguel Rodriguez left, the city
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
for Pueblo, Colorado, to visit her sisLicense,
Application for Marriage
On her
ter, Mrs. Sofia de Romero.
sheet
return home she will stop at Wals'n-burg- ,
sheet.
Certificate of Birth.
Colorado, to visit her parents.
sheet.
Certificate of Depth,
Mrs. Rodriguez is accompanied by her
Butchers'
Notices,
Shipping
and
daughter, Ada Moore Rodriguez
sheet.
her baby son, Daniel.
Promissory Notes 25c per pad
"Captain Clark M. Carr, accompanied by Mrs. Carr, has returned from
Receipts, 25c per pad.
Cost Bond,
sheet
Washington, where he was called by
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
the death of his father." Albuquersheet
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
que Tribune Citizen.
sheet
Letters of Administration,
Will C. Earnes, of Washington, D.
and
Bond
Oath,
Administrator's
for
the
C, general grazing inspector
forest Service, is in Albuquerque. Mr. sheet
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
Barnes was at one time a member
sheet
Declaration in Assumpsit,
of the New Mexico legislature and
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
secretary of the New Mexico Cattle
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
Sanitary Board.
sheet.
Lease.
Mrs. M. C. Mechem arrived in the
Lease of Personal Property, 11
city last night to join her husband
Judge Mechem, who is ill with a se- sheet.
C hattel
sheet.
vere cold at the sanitarium.
Mortgage,
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet,
Miss May McCarthy, a trained nurse
Power of Attorney
sheet
formerly of this city but lately of Ok- Prices on other stamps, pads, and aU
lahoma. is registered at the Sanita-'- ;
num.
other office supplies, on application.
Mrs. L. H. Gibson, after a couple of,
Proof, Testimony of Witness.
weeks visit with her husband at the full sheet.
V Sanitarium, left this morning for Replevin Bond,
sheet,
home. Sfce was accompanied as far as
Execution Forcible Entry and De- Torrance by her husband.
talnar, 4 sheet.
sheet
Subpoena,
P. Complaint,
sheet
sheet,
Cuplas Complaint,
ii'.
Ar-LuJI"4!
y
t arch Warrant,
sheet
Y
m Kol ana ti;i y, .i...:V
School Blanks.
;
v.tn
'.i. V
tfrt ijtCi ."4 Tnku noseaieilother.
Tiny
Enumeration Form,
sheet,
HrutsigtAU Asfc( rilUJ.f'l

Surety Bonds

Real Estate

TwUfc- ... ..ttoruey
is In
on lesal

),

Business

Dees a General Banking

PEnSlL

,

Spell

J

C

X.

MEiiliOi

Col. ruinh E.
fur !he Sunla

CAPITAL 850,000.00

Col--

Weak,

SAXTA

--

1-

4

2

.10
blfctrks

.65

take

4.00
the 100

S

tfaF"

j

Size of Blanks.
sheet, 7x8
Inches.
sheet, 8
Ftiil sheet, 11x17 inches.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.00, post
age 17c.
Laws of New Mexico 1899, 1901 and
1903, English or Spanish, pamphlet,
$2.25 each; full leather, $3.00 each;
1905 and 1907 .English or Spanish,
pamphlet, $2.75 each; full leather,
$3.50 each; 1909, English or Spanish.
pamphlet, $3.25 each; full leather, $4
sach. Posta.e extra.

T!cpk9T4 Bad SS tzi k
y4&r cr&;fi tauvered

fUfKOP?
te

to
th'.mtt m wiaotbhig
eool and ferritin?
CtMttEK ALE,
CHERRY, LEW ON CDA,
HOOT BEt R, XLOKCSXC FIZZ, CO-- O CCLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
The

Mlorm? are

:

sugrjrt-ste- d

SfiE,

OAfSTA FE BOTTLiHG WORKS.
b

L

All drink

rada fro

ftJtowl

HENRY

a,Wir.

KSICK,

rrrritor

,

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

For either acute or chronic kidney
disorders, for annoying and painful
urinary irregularities take Foley Kid
ney Pills. An honest and effective
medicine for kidney and bladder disorders. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.

The Very Latest Styles in

2

TTT T
M
If! I I
41 J.

I

IfiT o IT
1

V JLXU&VI.C3L11

:.y

vsw

Funeral Directors &
Licansed Embalmers
& NIGHT
PHONE

DAY

130

125

JRED

2

4

CHICHESTER S PILLS

PALACE

AVE

,1

2

PICTtRE

TASTEFULLY

FRAnJlMG

AND

SATISFUCTORILY

DONE.

UK-.S-

I

;

known as Uesr,

Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever uave.
me at my salon
Just call on
At morn or eve or busy noon
drwss the hair with grace
and
I'll curl
1
face,
I'll suit tbe contour 0'your
f
sors keen,
razor
My
sharp and
Myslioifls neat and .owelsare clean
And everything I think you'll And
To suit the taste and please the mind
BATH

January,

mm l!7

American Druggists
Syndicat-ePremium remedies are not patent m
dicines, every premium remedy guaranteed as represented or your money

any other
and good

Thing dena to M3c X5"

S5.00

you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

Pleasant, Palatable. Potent. Taste GncS.
Do Gcod. Never bicken.'Weaken or Gripe.
e
10c. 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The
tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
625
back.
cure or your money

PRINCESS SCHERODA

The Queen of All

sheet.
sheet
Oaths of School Director,
o!
Certificate of apportionment
Palmists and Clairvoyants
sheet.
School Funds,
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
Room 1 at The Claire Hotel Room 3
sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report,
DO YOU WANT TO KNOW
District Clerks' Annual Report,
How to have good luck?
sheet.
How to be successful in bussiness?
Land Office Blanks.
Homestead Entry,
sheet How to win the one you love?
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The How to influence other people?
two for $10.00. Adapted to New MexAre you having trouble with you wife
ico Code. Postage 17c.
husband or sweethart?
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet
Is some one interfering in your
sheet
Complaint, Criminal
home life?
Forcible Entry and Detainer, ComDo you want someone or something
sheet t,
plaint,
located?
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum
Do you want to know how to re:nons, 4 sheet
gain your health?
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
Are you mediumistically inclined?
Mortgage Deed, 2 sheet
YOU
CAN
BE DEVELOPED IN A SHORT TIME.
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
Clause,
sheet x
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
canreadyourBfc
TIlA
1
t
1 1 111 WCM
sheet
an opeD hook
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
Notice of Protett, 4 sheet,
Telling you PAST
PRESENT &
sheet.
Affidavit of Assessment,
FUTURE
sheet
Wild Animals.
sheet.
Clearly reveled to you.
sheet
Bargain and Sale Deed,
In her work there is no guess work her
Application for .Bounty for Killing
days of experimenting are over, and all
Price.
GUARANTEED
to
work is positively
Each. Per Dox. Per 100. her
CALL TODAY.
suit the most exacting.
4
sheet . ..$ .10
$1.75
$ .25
ch rs,

4

4

4

back.

de Swirsky

S. cough remedy
and
jcold tablets are unexcelled, get them
now, they cost no more than the
inferior kind. Sold only by the CaA. D.

try

and

"J
NIQHT

'

j

The handsome shoulder

effect and the
graceful lapels of the coat is all t lie
most critical could ask.
The trousers and vest are cut ralong
the most approved lines.
The coats
are made by a method
which insures that lapels and shoulders
will retain their shape.

pfp;l
wmmd

REMEMBER the knobbiest and
latest fabrics are represented in
our line.

i a

Come in and Seethe Magnificent
Suits we are showing

1

ii

.ail

at
$10.00, $15.00 and $20.00

V

'

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

1--

1-- 4

lit

PfirtfPCC

CLARENDON
GARDEN

1--

2

Scats $1.50, $1.00 and
Box

& Co.

If you wCnt anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

We Know We Can Fit You.

1--2

2

Dramatic Pianist

PHARMACY
Stripling-Burrow- s

expert tailoring
and finish, the best and latest weaves.
We are now showing a line of fall
and winter weight suits of , unequaled
quality, the product of one of the best
known makers who employ cutters and
tailors of long experience and best skill.

2

Interpretive Dancer

THE CAPITAL
Successors to

1-- 2

1-- 4

arrival ol pital Pharmacy.
arrives at

teams.

VI

11 1911

Thamara

M

From

FARE

2

"My father has been a sufferer from sick
headache for the last twenty-fiv- e
years and
never found any relief until he began
he has
Since
talcing your Cascarets.
begun taking Cascarets he has never had
the headache. They have entirely cured
him. Cascarets do what you recommend
them to do. I will give you the privilege
of using his name." E. M. Dickson,
H20 Resiner St., W. Indianapolis, lud.

2

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered back

2

sheet
eachers' Certificate,
nntract for School Teacher, 12
Sheet
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet j
Contract between Directors and Tea'j
(

The Russian Countess

O. K. BARBER SHOP

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

Mens Clothing
High Grade Materials,

4

T. W. ROBERT S
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,N

t

Sitc-- t

4

4

ROOM

.

ELKS' THEATRE

.

FIRST CLASS

try

2

A

1 1 1 1

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try!

On Sale

75c.

Seats $2.00

at Fischer Drug Store
Mon.

I

24

Jan. 9.

sheet

...

.10

.35

2.50

Hours 10 to 8 Daily.

SL'SSJf

Santa Fc Water

AND

Call

PODLTR!

YARDS

FRESH LAID EGGS everyday

Sure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White "Wyondottes. t'Mckeiis
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and ted on clean wholesome food
only. No chance ot Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine polnoulng,
A FEW FAT HUMS FOR HATING.

electric b ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLAGES

We ae 'Agents

CUUIM

1--2

2

Hour

K V, BOYLE Mgr.

4

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

n

T HT

tit Opeatioa

Light Company

1

!
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The bearU: :
c:.:idrcn i.; frequently
followed by oor hid;ii for tho
mother. Tina surre;ae crisis of lifa
i.nding her physical system unpre- -

J-- t

,.

.2

AT

J
A t

Jf .'J

THURSDAY, JANUARY

THOUGHTLESSNE33.

.
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M.
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XI

f

? of. William James, the famoni
vard psychologist, was giving to

mm
s ir

an atten'
cl ass remarkable In- leaves her with weaker,! resist!
.rr.1 ail. Sti. ices of abs
sF
kovcm and somaUinor.
J
And let us not omit from our cata- ir.ent
This can be avoided if
ue, he said, "the
case
cr.d is un'd bei-- o
ivi"tl:et s
ceimng oi ui'.by, and the healthy woman can
rcinr.m a in :.L:.7 riother. It i t'. e orly rciiwry that perfectly and thoroughly vi John Burdon Sauderson.
for htal'.hy faottwhooi, r.nd brings abo.it a natural andj
John Burdon Sanderson sat at his
prepares tl;:
r.
woxaon v..io use xviomer-ere always , ..k in the tlnivorsitv rolleee. lust In
I'::
l ot tns. te'-i- i.
inena
or.o anivc, and recover more quickly, and f
saved m :VH
vhen the lt-.!ought. It wa? noon. Beside the
Every s.:e:tant mother should sa icguarsl f:rat but absent-mindevith ::o ill student lay
i
Next
frugal lunch, a sandwich.
cornea
0
o the sandwich
lay a frog, not dead.
; it motionless
it had beeu the sub-- i
; ct of a curious
tor csrectast
wnto ior fr.c
experiment in the
.icture half an hour before.
mothers.
"At noon the assistant left the pro- -'
fassor meditating before the sandwich
uud the frog, and at one, when the asmwm
iiiiiiiiiiib
immim
ji.wiii.iwiw iwniwm
sistant returned, the professor was
meditating Btilh The sandwich was
but the frog tho frog had dls-ared."
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ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT;
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Southwestern System

East or West

The Best Route
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EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&
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melodious notes of Gluek's "Orfeo
to Rachmaninoff Prelude, there is a
world and a civilization apart.
"This fortunate artist brings thm;
together, makes us live with the pasr customer.
appreciate more the present an:
The butcher shook his head.
finishes by pointing out to us tin
"That's one of the distressing hapof
both.
artistic glories
penings I am particularly anxious to
"The simple is pure and simp.'-- avoid," he mournfully remarked.
Much has been said and more v. ill
And the customer paid the same
be said about Thamara de Swlrsn". old price for bacon.
but all must agree that both her interpretive dances and her InterpreWasted on Her.
tation at the piano, of the great o:
Professor McGoozle lu looking
of her race is original m.d
over an old book the other day I came
new.
B
"Victor
"She feels the purity of the Gnvl s, across a funny name
Ordeth."
a
ad
of
fire
the
the Slav,
possesses
Mrs. McGoozle I don't see anyat times the life of the Oriental as
thing funny about it. Ordeth is an
in the 'Peer Gynt Suite.'
' unusual name of course but Victor is
A New Art.
quite common. What is the E. sup
.
"Interpretative dan ing is purti-- posed to stand for?
cally a new art in our ttrae, and differs a great deal from the classic
WANTED LONG LIFE.
Ballet dancing origin:; ted
ballet.
somewhere around the fifteenth century on the shores of Italy,
ihe highest perfection under tin .'.rst
Empire with Vestries and la (amargo, but. even possessing finished
technique and gracefulness, compared
with this latest interpretation o: tU3
Terpsichorean Art, it remains academic and superficial.
Interpretive
dancing is more in harmony with na- ture, it depicts the oy and sortow of
soul and all the interest is concen- trated on the expression of a Ingle
individual, who can hold for hours
an audience without, the aid of conic
It is more psychologi- .! and
effects.
its expression and grace plea? s the
eye and the soul.
"Interpretative dancing is Hun, by
Other
consequence,
evolutionary.
arts underwent the same proems. We
of
have witnessed the same
.tw
progress in literature, painting, music and sculpture end the lenders of
Pat I'm goln" to hev me loife inthese movements are forced, some- sured, Molke.
times against, their will, to revert to
Mike For why?
Greece and Greek art which personiPat Mrs. Haley was at th' house
fies all that is simple, pun , and sin- last night an' her husband's insured
cere.
for a thousand dollars an' she told the
"In the art of interpretative dan- old woman thot th' divii would never
cing Isadore Duncan sent forth the die.
first word, leaving after her an im
mense field to receive the inspiraNeeded.
tions and efforts of the new genera- W need a
city ordinance
de Swirsky
tion, who, like Mile,
To rob our brows of marks of cars.
That will tell woinon at the Bhow
will bring this art to the highest
To be good and remove their hair.

EAST OR WEST

t
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Colo. Springs and Pueblo

II
It

TICKETS

AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

AT

Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
New Mexico, 1S99, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
full leather $3. Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25-twor more books, $1 each. Nnw
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Nofc.
8 and 10 Inclusive $3.30 each. Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c. Compilation Mining Lws, 50c. Money
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
keep, $6 50; full list school blanks.
o

TO AND FROM

BOS-vrtL-

Connection made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
(are between Santa Fe and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoby

wire.

J. W. Stockard.

o

'

"

MM

dyst--

1

Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
34 east and 33 south and west
Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from
No. 33 east; No. 34 gouth and wegt
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retail trice of these tires tt
her hair, but to introduce we will

to introduce, only

....

r

Un

Tack or Glass will not tei m

.S,

oil'--

Overt-

sent last year.

thousand

pairs
Sixty
o hutitlred tliousaail pairs now m use.

Madeta atl skes. It islively v. rriT; SmPTiOUt
ileamllmeaiiisinewun
ri.li,iir
1
nevvr necomes
tT... r n.t. u.1-8
'
Notice the thick rabber twad
por- .us and which closes up small nunciun-.
!:....!
lttf ts from satis- n:. . t i.
111.
"A" and puncture strips -- 1S '1fie'.cu itomersstatiuffthattheirtireshaveoniybecapumTjed
tna
"u. aiso nui atrip n.
nomorethan
eortwice iiiawhole&eason. TheyweiKh
to
prevent rim catting. This
upoiu
an on: inan' tire,.1 the puncture resistingquahties tieitig f?tven
will on tlast any other
tire
fabric on the
11
ttmke-SO- FT,
JiAAJSTU; ana
by
is so. so per pair, uui iwi
these
tires
nrtirirrot
Th.rxn
KIOING.
tASV
"if
, rt r cnr'l'il f nctnTV nriCP tO
,
We
Lme
received.
is
ship C. O. D on
7 All orSers shippecf
day letter
the Vier Ji oily ft
them strictly as represented
you have examined and found
ip,v ovat. You donot pay a cent until
S4.65
the
per pair) if you
price You run
vve will allow a cash .liseount of 5 per cent (thereby makmfr
no risk in
VVLL CASH WITH OUDIilt and enclose tins advertisement. if for
at
OUK
returned
expense
any reason they are
sendins us an order as the tires may be
reliable aud money sent to us is a. sate as in a
We
2 pa"r of these tiresfyoa will find that they will
r
cefaswr-weaSank If
have ever used or see n at any
better, last longer and look finer than any tire youwant
order.
us
wU
a
your
you
when
give
bicycle
that
well
so
you
pleased
know that you will be
We want you to send us a trial order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
you send for a pair of
don't buy any kind at any price until
on approval and trial at
YOU NEED
Hedgetliorn Puncture-Proo- f Tiretires
and Sundry Catalogue which
big
the special introductory price quoted above; or write for ourhalf
the usual R"-- describes aud quotes ail makes and kinds of tires at about
,
BUllTOamcjOT
but write us a postal today. UONOTlHlaaun new
and wonderful
until
from
tires
of
you know the
WAIT
or
a
NOT
anyone
DO
pair
NOW.
otfers we are making. It ouly costs a postal to learn everything. Write it

eer

border

IF
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TIRES

CHICAGO,

L. MEAD CYCLE COMPANY,

ILL

j
j

reai-l.in-

-

r

EIGHTY YEAR OLD
DURAN PAROLED AT LAST.

HOTEL ARRIVALS
Palace.
F. M. Hutzel, Battle Creek; Henry
H. Clark. Denver; Frank Herran, Las
Cruces; F. H. Lester, Albuquerque;
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Ritter. Durango;
Mrs. F. D. True, Espanola;
W. A.
Voltz, Orange, X. J
Harry Lubers,
Jr., Denver; Ralph E. Twitchell,
Charles A. Spiess, Las Vcpns; Lou
Weil, Kansas City.
Claire.
E. N. Quinn, Ogden, Utah; Leo
Salt Lake; H. M. Hellimm. Albu
querque; J. J. Peyer, Rineonnda; H.
E. Dougherty, Pierceton, Inil; P. Martinez. Tampa.
Montezuma.
Francis E. Wood, Albuqui miie;- R.
V. Heryer, Topeka; L.
C. Leonard
Chicago; Thomas N. Wilkerson, Albuquerque; C. Bedieks, Boston: A. B.
McGaffey, Albuquerque; C. W. Webb.
Trinidad; J. M. Hartley, R. McDoug-all- ,
Buckman; E. F. Bogart, Chicago;
James G. Fitch, Socorro; Tt. L. Hughes
Denver; Mrs. H. L. Hill, New York
City: Rowland K. Goddard, Denver;
Virginia M. McCarthy, OI ;homa
City; F. P. Kalttnk, Denver.
Coronado.
Alfonso Herrera, New York
Panta Rosa:
OcunH,
Pyle and son, Morlarty.
Capital.
.!
I. F. Parkerpon.
Denver:
psie
Branson, Ruiz; Ximon F. Fifiehl. Aztec; Charles T George, Mrs. T. W.
Oliver, Miss. .Avery Oliver, Mrs. Lizzie Verden, Alarvfiordo: T. N. ttus-3elEmma Pnrrett, Zella Roberts,
M.
Estancia; Isidro Martinez, A.
Mrs.
Irene
Barnes, Los Angeles;
Peter, Capitan: W. S. Neil, Grand
Pass; F. T. Milroy, Albuquerque; Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Sylvester, Alamosa;
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Lyons, Cheyeue,
Wyo. ; P. Lamont, Denver.
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His Guess.
Yeast What has become of that
middle of the road party we used to

hear about?
Crimsonbeak Oh, there were so
many "machines" in the middle of
the road that they were put out of
business,

I suppose.

Yonkers

2

2

4

4

4

peni-tentur-

2

2

d

2

2

2

1

tb-r-

ambushed and shot at San Isidoro Trinnln 1.9 nlloo-rPlaza, twenty miles east of Trinidad
Cericad0 de" Muerte,
pliego.
wnen mey roue into tut-- wuieut
Certiflcado de Naclmento, 4 pilego.
in searcii ot anegeu meiuucis ui iuc
Reglstracion de Falleclmentos y
gang. The bodies of the murdered jiuerte8r 25c.
ourneu
ana
me
nones
were
otneers
Juez de paz RepertorIo Criminal y
were taken to the brink of a deep civil, $4.
Ne'w Mexico
arroya, shot and thrown into the ra-Supreme Court Reports,
vine.
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $5.50 a vol- Eli Green, a painter, brother of one ume; 3 to 12 Inclusive, $3.30 each;
of the murdered men, secured most
Money's Digest of New Mexico Re- of the evidence against Duran and ports, full sheet, $6.50. Postage 25c.
Retail Liquor License, 50 in Book,
of
four others who were convicted
murder and sentenced to hang, their $3.00.
Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
punishment being commuted to
t

1--4

j

1

j
i

Alva 25c each.
Notification of Change in Assessment by Assessor. 100 In Book. $3.75.
The Critic
General License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
They were looking up at the noble
UP-TO-DAAssessor's Notice of Assessment,
figure of Justice that adorns the
courthouse.
100 in Book. 75c.
"Anybody would know this waa the
County Superintendent's Warrant,
work of a man," said the woman of
50 in Book, 35c.
how
see
"Just
much
too Aggeler & Musser's 114 page, 1911
the party.
Poll Tax Receipt. 50 In Hook. 25c.
full he's out her skirt!"
Has Just Been ReSeed Catalog
8
Poll Books for City Election,
ceived.
pages, 50c.
The Lithograph cover is a work of
Poll Book for Town Election, 1
8elf Preservation.
inpages, 40c.
"Some of this pure food agitation is art And the 114 pages are full of
formation valuable to the RANCHER
entirely unnecessary," declared the or
GARDENER, particularly to the
dealer In suspicious meats.
"Yes," asserted the barnstorming beginner. If you have not received
actor, "especially this outcry against their Catalog be sure and send for it
.Biuteretitti uud Btioold kDovr
ahont me wonderful
at once. It is also interesting to the
rotten eggs used up in cake."
MARVELWhirlingSpray
Poultry Fancier. Twenty pages are
Xua new uirmni pyrliifre. Best il ost convendevoted to the description of Petalu-m- a
lent, it cieAnses
Desirably Located.
tnstaatly.
Incubators and Brooders, ana
House Agent's Clerk The reason
Adlconr drniMrtfftrlt.
to successful
If hfl fiftnnnt fmnnlv tue
we're asking such a large premium for everything pertaining
aeeevt no
MARVEL,
for it.
Write
Poultry
Raising.
other, but send stamp fur StVai
the house, madam, is that it's right
HhiatratAri linnkfieaied.
It
AGGELER
& MUSSER SEED CO.
fill) n.H4..nl.r. JLIlll (lireP.t U'llft in- on the railway, and you cannot pos.X i.riiea.
II.
HAIfVF.I.
113-1No.
Main
Los
Cal.
St.,
Angeles,
OF Ki
SEW
In
new
be
Street.
shut
and possibly
44 EatK8d
by
sibly
unsightly buildings. Punch.
by

Governor

An
SEED CATALOG
TE
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In a Nutshell.
Ts she quite sure of her reputa

tion?"

"Well, I'll tell you how matters
stand. She can't help feeling uneasy
when two or more of ber friends are
gathered together and she isn't there.'
ln Whloh Case Anything Goes.

"Isn't it awful," said Mrs. Shadder,
"to read that women's forms are getting to be like men's!"
"Not if that shape is the fashion,
my dear woman," placidly answered
jj
nl mn nil

PEACE THRASHES

NEGRO FOR LOAFING Foley's Kidney Remedy An Appreciation.
Stanford, Ky., Jan. 6. When a
L. McConnell, Catherine St., Elml-ra- ,
was
negro named Boney Baxter
N. Y., writes: "I wish to express
brought before City Judge Menefee

a charge of loitering the judge said:
"Well, Boney, you back again?
Come out in the back yard and we
will attend to your case."
Judge Menefee picked up a barrel
stave and began a vigorous campaign
on Boney's person, a policeman holding the negro in position. The Judge
broke several barrel staves over

of the great good
I derived from Foley's Kidney Remedy, which I used for a bad case of
kidney trouble. Five bottles did the
work most effectively and proved to
me beyond doubt it Is the most reliable kidney medicine I have ever
taken." Sold at Capital Pharmacy.

Boney.

a

my appreciation

II you wCJit anything on earth
New Mexican want Ad.

try

m lit in i aiRMtMB?zn

STYLES IN

an aeroplane."

OF

l-- z

1

Adams.

Mr. Leeder.
LOOK FOR THE BEE HIVE
On the package when you buy Fo
ley's Honey and Tar for coughs and
8peaklng of Altitude.
"He seems to have a very high opto.
colds. None genuine without the Bee
Hive. Remember the name, Foley's Ion of himself."
"He has. Indeed, for a man who
Honey and Tar and reject any substihasn't climbed at least 7,000 feet In
tute.
Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
JUSTICE

BLANKS

Printer) and foi sale by New Mexl
His Aged Wife Never Lost Faith in ean
Printing Company, Santa. Fe, N
Him and Patiently Awaited
Mex.
His Home Coming.
Butchers' Bond,
sheet.
Trinidad, Jan. 5 Tn a little three-rooSheriffs' Monthly Report of LI
adobe shack at Garcia Plaza, censas.
sheet.
four mile3 north of Trinidad,
Mrs.
Spanish Blanks.
Juan Duran, 70 years old, is anxiousAuto de Arresio.
pliego.
ly awaiting the arrival of her husAuto de Prision,
pliego.
band, SO years old, who has just heen
Declaracion Jurada,
pliego.
paroled by Governor Shafroth, alter
Certiflcado de Nombramiei.to,
in
fourteen
the
years
serving
pliego.
having beeu convicted of
Fianza Oficial,
pliego.
complicity in the murder of William
Fianza Oficial y Juramento, 12
Green and William
Kelly
deputy plieg0
sheriffs, in 1907.
Fianza para Guardar
la Paz,
'"
Mrs. Duran has made her home pligeo.
with a married daughter. Never for a
Formula de Enumeraclon.
pilego.
moment has she lost hope that her
Contrato entre los Directores y
and ceptors,
would he pardoned,
pliego.
never has she believed him guilty, Caminos, 25c.
Duran is at present visiting his son,
Libros de Recibo de Capltaclon, 50
who lives in 'San Luis Valley, and en un libro, 25c.
Noticia de Asesores de Asesatnento
he is expected to reach Garcia Plaza
100 en un libro. 75c.
in a few days.
contrato de uomoususie.
pilego.
The announcement of Oman's re-Documento Sin Garantia,
pliego.
lease from the penitentury recalls
sheet.
Option,
the story oil the murder of Kelly and
Notas Obligacionea, 25c por 58.
Green, and the subsequent extermina-Libros Certiflcados de Bonos, 11.
tion of an organized gang of cattle
Libros de Recibos Supervisors de
rustlers which for years operated
Libros de Elecclon de Directores
tnia fipntinn anrl
defipd
:
r tho ,,rwitipS tr run D6 Escuela, 4. 6, y 8 paglnas, 20c, 20c
o,.v
40c.
them to earth. Green and Kelly were y
Appllcaclon por Llcencla de Matrl- -

V

MLLE DE SWINSKY.
At the Elks' January 11, as Dancer
and P.aniste.

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
Herewith are some Dargaln offered
by the New Mexican Printing company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico. 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, J6; the two for $10.

ill

.
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R0SWELL AUTO CO. R0SWELL NEWMEX
rs

4

t'M(S

was 'not a pessimist, he loved nature
with tho simplicity of a child, saw in
31
the human figure the perfected ideal
of the gods beautifying
this mar
velous human figure to the extent
that, even in this age of materialism,
our animal instincts are not in the
least, aroused when we have the pri
vilege of standing before a "Venus
de Milo," nor are we annoyed or dis- guBted by the calm agony depicted
by the "Dying Gladiator," as the en
tire essence of Greek art, thought
and religion is a hymn to beauty
"Thamara de Swirsky, like Gala
the rate of $5.0u per hendred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished te ac- tea, awakened from the cold marble,
commodate any number of passengers appears to us people of the twen
to make special connections with anj tieth century with a message of the
train at Vaughn, also to connect with past.
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor"Tanagra.'
Tanagra to her are
rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by com- not the beautiful dancers of Boetiae:
municating with Manager of the Ros- nor the charming statuettes of the
well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at same name.
"Tanagra" is a symbol
least 24 hours in advance. Rate foi In many instances genius and talent
special $40.00 to accommodate four oi in giving to the world thetr creation,
fewer passengers to either point
are unconscious of the great problem
they give humanity to solve, their
accomplished masterpiece being sim
ply the result of a momentary psychological condition.
TIME TABLE ALL
"Many people have not. or could
LOCAL TRAINS not understand why Thamara de
Swirsky in presenting a purely clas
a modern
The foUowing are the time tables steal subject, introduces
piano, and what the latter has to do
of the local railroads:
with Greek dances.
Fortunately in
that which seems most incongruous,
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
lies the greatest interest and
Leave
what makes of Mile, de Swirsky, be8.10 a. m. connect with No. 3 west-- sides being a great pianist and a
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
the
dancer,
perfect
interpretive
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 creator of a symbol that would niake
p. m.
Maelerlink and D'Annunzio proud.
4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west
"'Tanagra' then, is a symhol, and
not so difficult to understand. There
bound.
It is
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30 is nothing enigmatic about It,
the creation of an artist, who can
p. m.
7:20 p. m. connect with No. 7 and combine the graeefu movements of
the body to the interpretations of the
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 melodies of the great masters of muFrom the aserene classic pose
sic.
p. m
of tho statuettes, to the Bacchanal
dance of Giazounoff; from the simple
D. 4 H. G. Ry.
Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.

rOR
Carrying the V. S. mall and
between Vaughn, N. M., and
RoseU, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Iiallroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
In Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance cf 60 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at

ir
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Shortest Line to Denver,

- NEW MEXICAN DLDG.

mobile
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j
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WHEN GOING

y.r

till onatamplepairlorftMJieasnwunaracTifjji.
KC K JHE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTU3ES

He Didn't Read the Papers.
"The older I get," said the retail
butcher, "the less I read the daily papers. Too many distressing happenings are reported nowadays."
"Of course you have noticed that
meats are all coming down," said the

i

6

Much interest is being manifested
Santa Feans over the appearamong
p m
pm
ance
Wednesday,
January 11, of
1. 1'.
Conn ess Thamara de Swinsky, lately
S. W. Ry. train both N'orth and South.!
and Boston
of
the Metropolitan
for Van Ituiiton V M. mfets trains at Preston N.iM.
ru, itally except
t.. f,r 4IHV)'tliiTii. V. M., at 9:10
Opera Companies, and said to be the
.r,
t
u
round trip; llfty pound ba:!a7i (Carried frop.
i oi v:k'
iiadayit.
most artistic interpretive dancer and
foi" th" i.n ti at ir.U p. in. arrives from (the
U:l-'lI incs. N,
(. M S
dramatic pianist in the world.
aSoiHh at 4:3S
m,
In the fourth part of her program
M. WILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN,
E. G. DEDMAN,
Mile, de Swinsky presents the clasG. P. Aoent,
V. P. & G. M
What does
sic dance "Tanagra".
Superintendent.
this dance mean?
Let I'ier de Ruvo tell you in the
L'Talia Artistica of Rome, Italy:
"The refined and educated of this
age, through their knowledge and interest in the art, history and glory
8
nf unriiint Cvoept
must flftnmvlprtrd
mat our actual civilization is a
natural consequence of that glorious
past.
Bisbee
El
Fe
to
From Santa
Paso,
"Greece absorbed and perfected the
Dougia3 and all Points in New
that the world
many civili-atiosaw arising around the MediterraMexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
She took lessons from
nean shores.
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
the Kgyptians, learned from the PhoeCENTRAL to Torrancs, Thence
and Persians,
Chaldeans
nicians,
making her own a literature and an
t that had for its sole aim, the per
fection of the ideal.
"Plato and Phidias, Sophocles and
Praxiteles, gave to the world purity
The
of form and purity of thought.
Dialogues and the Marbles ot Egiua
and the Parthenon, will ever be a
)'
B monument to the genius uf that. glo-;- a
j
F.)' Rates aud full iafor tnat;oti address
nous age.
1
j!
Greek an '.as simple and pure. The
who immortalized in bronze
sculptor
!:
P.
and in marble tho gods and heroes
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EACH TOWN

to
distrijrt
hit 1
and f
-hrcyc;e tarnished by us. OuraRems everywhere are
sample L. resi ivioue.
irukit's: i: r,rit:v
usl Write for full pxrtieulars and special offer at once.
vour bicycle. We snip
ISO .ik-m-.-i
is.r.yi iKt-j- until you receive a drrroveof
tit ariyor ".nwaert: in the U. iS. tvithtntt a cent
in advance, frefhiy freight, ai.d
x KIAh dunnar which time you may nde the ticyile and
altuw "i r,.N i'..-- ,
rivhft
ynu wish. If you are thfib not penectly saiir.fied or do not wiih to
put it to a: ''
ktep the bx cie snip u b icke tr us at our expense and yru will not be ovt one cent. maVa
(urn'stl t
highest grade hicycies it is possible to
PR!f
F5
s
fhwlvlll
ttiyi-s - at one small profit above aitual factory est. You save fio
promts by huyinpr direct oi us and have the manufacturer's guarto $25 middle;::'-1bicycle. DO OT HVX a bicycle or a pair oi tires from anyone
antee bciiind
you receive our catalogues and learn our unheard ot factory
at any price
special offers to
prices and remar-.M'iag;nta

p'7re

nr
CUf.a

'

0

,vi

f

flisanenrRIDER AGEHT

you this year. W e sell the tnghestgmde bicycles for less money
Jl4 IHCYCjLK lKAl.Kit.S. you can sell our bicycles under your
name plate at
My received.
our rrics. Orrfers nllui u
donMe
i
HAND lilCK'LIOS. Vie. do nutourrepitarly handle second Jiand bicycles, but
trane by
Uncairo retail store-;These we clear out
ur'i.t!ly hive a mimbi-- on ham) tai.eti
or
from B.1 to
promptly at prices
roller rhaliiD and prdald, parts, repairs and
sinirlo ivhei-ls- ,
equipment oi all kuus at h.i t'ls filial rctuu fruH,

n

"

v

i
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BOOK-GASE- S

STANDARD-COLONI- AL

IDEAL

Three different and distinct types of SlobjAVeroick "Elasmade in dull or polish finish quartered
tic" Book-Casreal
oak or
mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
the character of room you have chosen for a library. We carry the goods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
New Mexican Prlntlna Co- - Sole
es

LU

Agents, Santa Fe, N. M.
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How

Every sinner.
After dinner.

'

THE FIRST BLAZE.

FEEDING THE BRUTE.

dtar

nnr

'
Bra-- ,

our hearts is the

10

fa--

1

fire,

furnace fire w.r've had since
Ti,
the sorlnff;
.
The pipe. "Id and rusty, that s! ps irom
Uia wire
And -- prinki'-s the suit w.t.'i acl quiver and swlnsj.
snioktaril the Urmcrfl
ti
The '..! .rs
'brim,',

Food's a wonder
'Tis, by thunder!
For improving

Exaggeration.
"Ob, Mrs. Mugside, an' pray, 'ow
I 'ear
Is the ole man this mornin'?
is 'end 'as bin very bad agin."
The doctor says
"Yes, my dea
he be very queer, bis head's awfully
swelled, and the physio he's takln"
makes him wander and talk and say
all sorts of things. He's got a notion
in his head"
"Lorks, gal! An ocean in the 'eari?
Why, you must mean water on the
braiD."

LIKES HER FIRST.

Iff
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PCfeHMX
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"How can I help having four and a
half?" retorted the woman. "I have
and don't that make
nine
four and half brothers?" Pathfinder.

Ttio Aged Fan.
Is not the song for him;
me near the score board
Good friends, my eyes are dim."

"Put

Accepted the Invitation.
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Call ai ti.is office.
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!o Denver.

FOR RENT Six room f:irntstid
hoi.se t.t?t locution in town. Lease
six to eighteen mourns O. C. Watson
or
L&'lics
WANTI2I.I
addrc-i- :
traveling
ot
gentlemen
no selling.
position: year'y contract;
and ail necessary
r week
i
r,"...-UKoc-4, Ciaire
cxpeust'S

Cons. stent.
r.
";;.av I
"pi'nrtcr," sai l "the rtiK.rt-thm.
fir.t
ftsk ,1HW vo lli:1,.
y0Ilr
Fait. I.
it hi Vh

i,K1'le

made all

in v
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se.l.F.-fiu.-n-

lng the story of tr.

Til.

Jli

Pertinent Inquiry.
IJvve a lot of
no
m..r.
than
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AC.F.NTS

tay that
thousands."
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TYPEW R1TERS
"A Cou-

iuUtrxtew

adjastfcd and repaired. New
'Ribbons and
fttrnlshed.
ts'i
Typ"writerg sold, exchange
Standard cakes handled.
and
,
work and ype writer guar-Ati
Ex-'.Sm-Fe
Typewriter
antued.
I. ne Black 2:H.
.i. .":.

i

'fession!"

Careless Husband.
"What have you done!" exclaimed
Mrs. Cumrox as she flourished a letter at htm.
"Has that anything to do with the
correspondence 1 tried to help you
with?"
"It. has. It's an indignant protest.
I told you to address that distin
guished pianist as II. rr Professor."
"Atd I did so."
"YesT Cut you wrote it Hair

via

.i.--
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Comparing Notes.
Thn motorist and the avialu:
for a confidential chat.
"That's a fine machine you hae,
said the admiring aviator.
"Yes, it is the greatest farm waeon
buKter In the country. And how about
yottr aero i
"Ph! Post chimney buster In
world, old chnp."

'

A Test.
think the couple at the
table over there are husband and

"Do

ou, too, my guide, pniiosopner
the ijoet.
and friend!" exclaimed
"Have you begun to mess up your
rhetoric with those twentieth century
forirs of satire?"
Sadly he turned away, for he could
not leny that in his cellar lay a case
of cloice Falernian, and that a metrical quid pro quo was about due on it

Vk'S.
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mam dm

Tumbled,
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SLEEPER
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She How so?
He It's always tway ofi.
GAVE HER AWAY.

cos...
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That was the o:.- - I- .- ...ar.ici.
plain..l to his friend, t th, adding: "!: crimis: then u: t t'.e difr-
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Mtudpnt (al)HMitly- i- The cow path,

lance telephone.

!

i't.A

V

'O
is

'.m,n. y
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girl, o,.,

j..

-

U.imnky.ny?

long-dis- -

Her voice

''l'Mi..--

The Preacher We tried a phonograph choir.
success
Tce Scston-W- hat
The Preacher ....Fine. Nobody knew
..
the loft to take up the collection.

"lorace, my boy." taid Mecaenas,
"wly don't you writ an ode In praise
of tome particular brand of wine?"

,

you

wife?"
"I know they're not.
"How can you t(
"1 heard him give the waiter
order first."
Hicks That office boy of yours
(rust sleep well.
Dicks Why so?
Hicks He never seems more than
v,alf

awake.
TWO OF

A

KIND

res-ai-

a

I

BLANKS.

Printed and lor btde by New Mexican PnnuuK Company, Santa Fe. N.
Mtx.
ot
Claimant,
Proof, Testimony
full sheet.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
full sheet
armlicant.
nennuitinn of Witness.
sheet.
sheet.
Final Proof,
sheet.
Contest Notice.
eneet.
Yearly Proof, 4 074b. ft
Affidavit to be Sled before contest,
2

2

1

sheet

Affidavit of Contest AgalnBt
sheet
COLLEGE HANDICAP.
Entryman,
Notice of Intention to make final
sheet
proof,
sheet.
Additional Entry,
1 2
320 Homestead
Entry,
ahppt
Small Holding Proof. Affidavit of Aic
pllcant. full sheet
sheet.
Relinquishment,
sheet
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet
General Blankt.
sheet.
Bond for Deed.
sheet
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
Bond, Genera! Form,
per doz.
Certificate of Marriage,
sheet
Official Bond,
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
of Mortgage, full sheet
sheet
Application tor License,
sheet
Retail Lluuor License.
sheet
Notice ot Conveyai cp,
sheet
Certificate of Election,
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
Ebeet.
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
I
am
The applicant for Position
of Santa Fe, full
Deed,
City
also a college graduate, sir.
Application for Marriage License,
The Merchant How long since you
sheet
The Applicant About five years.
Certificate of Birth. 4 sheet.
The Merchant That wont be such
sheet.
Certificate of Death,
a handicap. I reckon you've forgotten
Shir-pinNotices,
Butchers'
nearly all you learned by this time.
4

i
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Lack of Enterprise,
The
Roman Guide (impressively)
ruins of the Colosseum!
Man (astonished)
Well,
Seattle.
what do you think of that! Why, I saw
of that heap twenty
photographs
years ago.
Roman Guide (loftily) Quite Ilkley,
sir.
B"attle Man But why in thunder
aren't these ruins cleared away and a
it must modern coliseum erected?

Two Each Way.
"Madam," an Oklahoma census taker was speaking to her who answered
his knock "how many children over
years of age
six and under twenty-on- e
have you?"
"Lemme see," she reflected. "Lemma see. Wal. sir. thar be two over six
Every
an' two under twenty-one.- "
body's.
-

Willie (aged seven) Ma,
have been one o'clock when sister's
A."1
beau left last night.
Mamma How do you know?
womThat
Amiable
First
Spiuster
When he was leavin' he
Willie
French
a
me
of
an always reminds
No Skill
Required.
asked sis a question and the said:
that's all!"
Litigant Your fee is outrageous.
Second Amiable Spinster A French "Just one;
s
of
Why, it's more than
he
why?
he,
he,
egg
what I recovered.
First Amiable Spinster Because
EASY MARKS.
Lawyer I furnished the skill and she never shows her age.
case.
tho legal learning for your
caso.
Litigant But I furnished the
The Whistling Maid.
Lawyer Oh, anybody can fall down
Bhe has a taste for whistling
a coal hole.
A taste that's not permissible;
But still I really can't object
The pucker is so klssable.
RATHER HEAVY.
!

i

three-fourth-

AS BETWEEN

AND

MAN

MAN.

"In order that I may conduct your
case Intelligently, my friend," said
the lawyer who had been appointed
by the court to defend the penniless
prisoner, "It will be necessary ior
vnr to take ma into your confideifo.
You will have to tell me whether or
not you committed the offense
charged against you."
"Well. now. it's this way. Boss,"
answered the nrlsoner. "S'posin' you
had a chanst to make a little easy
S'posin' you was in
money yourself.
a store an' saw a customer drop a
dollar bin on the floor, an' you
knowed he was rich an" wouldr.t
never miss It, an' you had an awful
thirst on you, an' nothln' to squench
tt with. I put It right up to you,
boss; wouldn't you wait till he'd
gone out and then wouldn't you pick
Portly, up that there dollar bill an' put it
Cholly Sllmm
tn your pocket, an' say nothln' about
irlll you he mine?
Miss Portly You're asking for a
nM. scratching his
"M fHpnd." h
freat deal, Mr. Slimm.
Jaw thoughtfully, "I guess you'd better olead sralltv and throw yourself
on the mercy of the court."
Not the Lamb's Fault
Mary bought a little lamb,
Ana transformed it into mince;
.Twasn't like his mother made,
His Inferior Class.
And there ' been a coolness since.
Mrs. Comeup Who Is that feller
that is paying so much attention to
A Real Improvement.
my daughter?
Squire Durnitt (of Lonelyrtlle))
He Is quite a
Hotel Acquaintance
"We're away ahead o' you people In
I believe; a comsome things. We've sprinkled our literary character,
mentator on the
streets with petroleum."
Mrs. Comeup That's enough. I
Uncle Welby Gosh "Mighty glad to
none of them comhear It. Your town's been needin' a alnt goin' to have around my Maria.
mon fellers hanging
change in Its smells fur a long time."
i

itr

Before I'd fully fletcherlzed
This piece of pumpkin pie."
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Magazine.

Fatherly Wisdom.
His Daughter Mr. Hugglns has pro.
posed to me. Would you advise me to
accept or decline?
Her Father Decline, by all means.
His Daughter Why?
Her Father Because If von lovml
him you wouldn't. ask nix advice.
Something to Live For.
Remarked a cheerful eplcur,
"I sure would hate to die,

i.

Vi'- lv

p,
UjA

W

Not Happily Expressed.
The old friends had had three days
"You have a pretty place here,
John," remarked the guest on the
morning of his departure. "But it
looks a bit bare yet."
"Oh, that's because the trees are so
young," answered the host comfortably. "I hope they'll have grown to a
good size before you come again."

V
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A society woman wrote to an army
"Mrs.
officer at Fort Sam Houston:
Manners and Customs.
Smythe requests the pleasure of Capde"Why do you wear a queue?"
tain Bunker's company at ft reception
seems so
"It
the
manded
16."
Englishman.
July
Next day she received this note of foolish."
"Perhaps it is," admitted the Chinaacceptance:
"With the exception of three men man. "Would you have me wear a
who have the measles and one .who Is monocle?"
in th enard house. Cantain Bunker's
company accepts Mrs. Smythe's kind
LIKE A FRENCH EGQ.
Invitation for the 16th." Everybody'.

together.
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me with the girls,"
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GARDEN.

"Smith is Mrs. Widowby's husband,

"Put

I
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...II K.
ing there tonight at the same time

brothers?"

first"
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He-T- hen
I wonder
world it was I kissed?

i

'How manv brothers have you?"
"I have four and a half," replied the
woman.
"Nonsense:" cried the questioner.
"How can you have four ami a halt

Personal Reference.
Walter Emanuel is accounted the
drollest man In literary circles. Once
he was calling on an editor and rose
nhrmitlv.
"I must not," he remarked, 'occupy
more of the time of 'a busy man."
"Not at all," exclaimed the editor,
"I am always pleased."
Placidly came the rejoinder: "I was
referring to myself."
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last night?

Eany.

Isn't be?"

I All the

that you on the piazza

He-VV-

ari
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hr

X

in
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J

th
trsue
in t.i
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fjV
t ll rtVvik

I

On the heach

iSJv

teifiir

I
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Is a dear!
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S
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'
rst fur- those iire the jays of tl.e
nuce fire
The firs fiirnnec fire sine? e,.ily last
tprliiK.

Man and moving
Him to cheer.
Woman knows It
And Fhe shows it
In such ways, he
Stuffs and says she

4JP ? W

i

duke

;

I Wot because her smile t 3 wtnaln,
, true;
heart
Not because
I Not because her stylo w., stunning
I! And her faults, at mo- ,tre

V

m

!

rtBMcrs

the

of

Wnm
4Pf

i

Hd

i
i

l
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ti,-- r

mellow
Seems m'-rAnd a fallow
Well worth while;
Stops his growling.
And his soowlir.K.
Quips don't wound him.
Looks around him
With a smile.

"Yes."
"Wonder how he likes her

GEVE!,

1911

There is a belief that summer girls
are always fickle.
"Yes; I got engaged on that theory,
Adirondack Hint.
Adirondack Host Be careful, old but It looks as If I'm In for a wedding
suit."
chap, when you're out gunning that; or a breach of promise
you don't hit the guide.
Dude What for, dean boyT
Expert Advice.
Adirondack Host Well, yon Me
"What's the best Way to succeed?"
allow
to
laws
don't
be
guides
game)
"Begin early and get yourself used
hot till a month hence. Life.
to the Idea that yon are a big thing."
"

2

siet

His Heirlooms.
explained the farm-wifto her thirteen-year-olboy,
"is something that has been handed
dov n from father to son and in some
instances is greatly prized."
"I'd prize these heirlooms I'm wearthe youngster, "a
ing." remarked
gotd deal more if they wasn't so long
in the legs." Everybody's.
An heirloom."

Dobbins Is there a list of millionaires published?
Bronson Not that I know of, but
felyou can probably get a list of the
lows who dodge their taxes.

SOMETHING COMING

Too Magnetic.
"I'm sorry to have to bring this
watch to you for the third time this
month," apologized the man with the
overcoat, "but it has become magnetized again."
"You ought to take something for
your blood," grumbled the watch repairer; "there's too much iron In it."

sheet

Last Year's One.
"Well, the oyster stew given at our
church festival has been vindicated."
A

"How?"
"A man who ate some of it is dead
of ptomaine poisoning, caused from
eating oysters, according to the doc
tor."
"Well, good heavens, how does that
vindicate the stew?"
"It proves that there was an oyster
in it"

Promissory Notes 25c per pad
Receipts, 25c per pad.

sheet

Cost Bond.

shoot.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters ot Administration,
Administrator's Bond and Oath, s
2

2

2

l--

sheet

sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet,
in Assumpsit
sheet
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
2

1--2

Declaration

2

Assignment

of Mortgage,

sheet

2

sheet
Lease,
Lease of Personal Property,
aheet
sheet
Chattel Mortgage,
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet
sheet.
Power of Attorney
Prices on other stamps, pads, and aU
other office supplies, on application.
Proof, Testimony ot Witness,
full sheet.
1-- 1

Pa's Ultimatum.
"Our Thursday, Saturday and Monday mornings' papers have checked up
shy for the last three weks regularly."
"Do you suppose they are being
stolen, pa?"
"I know Kitty's beau calls Wednesday, Friday and Sunday nights. I want
him to go home earlier or to stop taking our paper with him."

HER THOUGHTS.

NOBLE WOMAN.

2

2

sheet
Replevin Bond,
Execution Forcible Entry
2

talner,

and

sheet

4

sheet
Subpoena,
sheet
J. P. Complaint
Capias Complaint, 4 sheet.
sheet
Scorch Warrant,
School Blanks.
4

The Easterner ('way out west) You
fellows out here are supposed to be
excellent shots. Do you practice shoot-

2

"Ah! the 'Black Hand! That means
somepln' orful's goin' to happen to
me!"

ing at marks?
The Westerner Sure, if de marks
gits too fresh we do.

INNOCENT
DIFFERENT

ON ONE

COUNT

sheet
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Teachers' Certificate,
Contract for School Teacher,
sheet.
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Contract between Directors and Tea
sheet
chers,
sheet
Oaths of School Director,
ot
of apportionment
Certificate
2

2

mmmmm

"55

4

4

sheet
School Funds,
Contract for Fuel, 4
2

k penny for your thoughts I'll give,"
Said my big sister's beau.
was wondering when you'd propose,
So I could answer No.' "
feood" 8oheme.

'Out at my uncle's the people go to
bed with the chickens."
"Well, at the price chickens sell at
now they are certainly wortn watcn- -

He won't believe the sign, "fresh paint,"
But tries It wltn nis nngers.

1--

sheet

Teachers' Monthly Report 4 sheet
District Clerks' Annual Report,
4

sheet

Land Office Blanks.
sheet
Homestead Entry,
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.00. The
two tor $10.00. Adapted to New Mexico Code. Postage 17c.
sheet
Bond to Keep the Peace,
Mrs. Brown
Only think, John! Mrs.
sheet
Complaint, Criminal
Jones has left her drunken husband
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Comand gone home to her mother!
sheet
Ah! A woman plaint,
Mr. Brown (sighing)
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumwill do anything for a man who drinks,
as
I
Boston Billings Ah! ma'am,
sheet
mons,
sure you the doable negative is
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
solecism I've never been guilty of.
sheet
Mortgage Deed,
Drama.
High-BroMrs. Farmer Say, did you say you
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
hit of Ib"1 wonder how a rapid-firwasn't goin' to do no work for dat
sheet
Clause,
vaudeville?"
in
would
sen
go
dinner?
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
about it?"
"What Is rapid-ArHad Heard the News.
"I make seven complete changes of 6heet
"Bill Skidds has left town and de- mind."
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
serted his wife, and we are looking
sheet
Notice of Protett.
for someone to break the news to
sheet
A Painful Subject
her."
sheet
Affidavit of Assessment
"I guess she knows it. I came by
"He never brags about the bread
for Bounty for Killing
Application
was
pounding his mother used to make."
there Just now and she
Wild Animals. 4 sheet.
the piano and singing ragtime."
"Shhh! His mother wag one of the
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
early suffragettes."
Prices.
Bach. Per Dos. Per 100.
An Enforced Vacation.
$1.75
$ .25
4
.$ .10
sheet
Thslr Nature.
"Taking a day off, Mr. Stork?"
2.50
.35
"M
'Tm taking a whole vacation, all
husband says he drinks in 2 sheet . .. .10
4.00
.65
these young married couples are eter- every note of that stager's voice."
full sheet . . . .10
100 assorted blanks take the 100
natural. They're
liquid
nally scooting about the country In
"Quite
their autos and I can't catch up with notes."
price.
2

1-- 2

4

lng.'

--

It

i

4
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He Had Hope.
Mrs. Slowhoy How is my son getting along at school, professor?
Professor I have great hopes of
Mm, madam great hopes. He's the
Tourist (abroad in old cathedral)
laziest hov I ever saw.
Is
this Gothic?
Mrs. Slowhoy Then why do you say
Guide No, sir. Presbyterian, lr,
,mil havn erant. hones of- him?
.
Professor Because If he ever Begins .
Obstinate Unbelief.
to study he'stoo lazy to stop.
The pessimist 'mid harsh complaint
In For

2

?

Evidently a Mistake.
"They say his wife has Indian blood
to her veins."
That must be a mistake. Indians
are supposed to be stoical and silent."

2

4

4

1--2

e

Proof.
"Our minister has such a flow ot
eloquence."
"Yes; his bearers arms in nis
wards,"
A

:

J

e

1

4

1-- 3

the Backwoods.
"I see where a feller In Paris has
writ a play all about chickens.'
A C.hanae.
"Guess he's writ it for one of them
"WelL there has been a big change
barastormln' towers you read about."
In the political situation In this connIn

"Yen. A member ot congress can
One of the First Steps.
announce now that he Is opposed to
"Why do you question his assertion
rannnn and not set a renutatlon tor that he Is a
man?
the possession of unusual courage or
"Because he says he has never
tbxum."
even reckless daring.. 'w
hired a dress suit"
self-mad- e

1--

2
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nerai'ire last night was 11 degrees'! unty officials shall be deposited in tnth, no sufficient notice to defend not been for her as much as It had
ed ; t 6 a. ni. looay j' was 18 tie-- .tional or state banks and cn inter- - ant oi plaintiff's ideation has been for more fortunate acquaintances, is
wa.- - clear
and t. At the present time daring eight shown; eighth, the rulings of the given as the reason for the suicide
'ecs. The
i.uuun uii I iunuu
3 !'n"'h
1
warmer tt:in durithe past, ncths of the year the aggregate bal- - court below, cm evid nee. are iich as by the carbolic acid route of Miss
CL3tm$MiMWWMmEXBS25&S'
i. u uA.vB,
uui hp mean
iui'.;iitLuii!
ta rriea ny couuues amounts, iu to require a reversal oi tue juag-i'oi- - Ina Sexton a pretty girl, 22 years old,
X 3S
the day, in degrees,
as 0 de-- ! bout $1,250,000 and during the heavy; meat; ninth, plaintiff has lost any and a sister of Mrs. Charles E. Gosha
' 5.
Denver, t'oio., Jan.
'v a below the average for this' oiloetiou period four months, the; rights it might have had by its wife of a well known pnotosraoher of
V The forecast is
fair weather
1:''dances will he mucn larger and the Ruches. The court is asht-- l to vacate Boulder, who was formerly in busi- S tonisht and Friday with not
V'hy They Did Not Ring Did you ounties will be lieneiited in propor-d 8et aside the judguaott of the ness here.
V murli change in temperature.
up "Central" yesterday and when ion to the amount of the interest on court below and here enter a decree
had asked for a certain number heir respec tive balances. Should the
yi
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
dismissing the complaint.
you told that it was impossible sislature put in effect the output tax
jv.ro
Admitted to the Bar.
INSTAL THEIR OFFICERS.
You will find Alabastine, the
to ring that number?
Well, that wa
provided for in the constltu-- i
this
The following were admitted
wail finish at COKBliLS.
i.o: surprising because this ringinf lion, such counties as have within ntln ,r.rn tr itifl
nf lnuT nftp.r
The Woodmen of the World install
Yes there will be a show at the process is done witn the assistant-- their boundaries coal or
precious ruin- la
es!ful examination: Frank lib ed their officers last evening as fol- i.ks tontgnt. buojects good ones.
!of ,rJ- - batteries and somehow a lea eral mines or large tracts of timber, 10I.fj.oi Las
Cruces; Raymond It. Ryan lows: Consul commander, John H.
Train From South Late Santa Fejor areneral humidity got hold of th wuu
,,,,,.,.,,.
munis mauuiacturiuK same into
'i.,,n,,o t vto m Bell; banker, H. S. Kaune; clerk, H.
was
Xo.
in
hours
three
train
again
batteries and removed so muc lumber such counties will receive ban ;
Aimer
tsaiuwin Kouenson, s Lu(Z; adviser lieutenant, J. T. San-o- f
lati today.
o( their ulTness ti,at tbey Were oi from this source, a very large reve-- ,
S:
uquerque; Edward D. Tittman (ova.
escort
Gorman;
Miguel
Ladies Aid Society The Ladies Aid of commission.
nue.
On December
cf Mi sboro; Leo M. Tipton of Las watchman, J. A. Catanach;
sentiy
Society of the Methodist Episcopal Manager Sparks of the Telephot
.
Sum-of
It
E.
see
is
the
to
from
Fort
Pardue
above,
easy
Ve,us. James
John nPn.
annw
fliurth will meet at 3 o'clock tomor-- cmpany ordered a new ringing oi
parti.,
a
that
business ner
in counties where
,
roM-dahl, R. C. Huber and J. J. Mercer;
Friday afternoon, at the home!fil t0 work from a storaEe battermanagement is given the people, by
of Mrs. Foutz.
del
gate to the head camp conven--i
in
f;
Fe
Santa
Smallpox
County
local county officials, there is no rea-- j
.Mrs. Test's children's dancing class
DIED
at Mineral Wells, Texas, March
ELKINS
SENATOR
tion
penntendent Clinton J. Crandall
son why levies for the support 'of
LAST NIGHT, 14 1911, H. S. Lutz.
at 2 o'clock Saturday afternoon at ports four cases of smallpox amo;
Luncheon was
un
and municipal government
the Armory.
matinee at Pueblo Indians between N'ambe a county
and a gen-- !
after
served
the
Dancing
meeting
der a state form of government
3:4.r.
was
time
( ontinued from Page One.
eral
had.
good
Pojoaque, twenty miles north of S
should be maintained as high as they
At ta Fe. While the eases are
Justice of the Peace Nominated
light. a;are at the present tlme but should
Kl llito, Rio Arriba county, the Repubsuccessive- physician has been scMit to take c? el be materially reduced even if the rate and was
licans have nominated James E. San- of them. Two hundred vaccine PO' 8
MARK1H REPORT
ly.
j
of
low valuations
property
chez for justice of the peace
and uevt- umi sent to laos ana somen present
Congress Adjourns.
tor
not
are
taxation
increased.
Antonio .1. Salazar for constable.
these will be used at Xambe and
MONEY AND METALS.
Washington, D. C. Jan. 5. Both j
Under the Enabling Act the school
Social
Club
This joaque. A rigid quarantine will e ,and
Organization
of
out
New York, Jan. 5. Call money
houses
today
early
adjourned
eacn
four
in
6ections
township
evening at 8 o'clock at the Commer- maintained.
per cent; Prime mercan-kinand aggregating over eight million respect to the memory of Senator El- - 4
cial Club, a meeting for the purpose
Canuto Romero Was Shot. Wn acres of land can be sold at a
The senate was in session only tile paper 4
per cent; Mexican
price
,
of organizing and locating the pro-- Canuto Romero
Sug-daMon- - dollars 45; Amalgamated 63
at .as not less than three dollars per acre six minues, adjourning
until
attempted
.:n
t,,.
r"i,.v.
Las Vegas, to force an entrance nto This would give, if all sold, and of
ar 115; Atchison 102 4 ; Great North- Marriage License. A marriage li- the home of Juan Montoya on the course will at some future time be
em pfdl25; New York Central 1113-4- ,
Was New Mexico's Friend.
cense was granted, at Las Vegas to West
Pacific
'led
Reading
118;
D.
5
whither
wife
had
side,
his
C.,Jan.
Washington,
.Upon Northern Southern
disposed of in this manner and probPorfilia Maes, aged 15, and Matias after a family
Pacific 1161-2- ;
Montoya oen-e- ably at a greater price, a public the earnest request of the West
quarrel,
Aragon, aged CI. Both reside in Las
Steel 74; pfd.
fire upon him with a revolver. As school fund of at the very lowest, $24,- - ginia delegation in congress, Dele-- ! Union Pacific 173
Vegas.
a result. Romero today has a b t 000,000, and under the Enabling Act gate William H. Andrews consented Hi latAid
New York, Jan. 5- .- Lead quiet 445
Society. The hole in his arm and a similar w.tnd his monev can be invested in cer- - to he a member of the lolnt commit-- !
Presbyterian
Woman's Aid Society of the Firs in his leg.
455; Standard copper quiet; spot
was arrestr by tain classes of securities, and at the tee to attend the Elkins, funeral from
Montoya
Presbyteriaan church will meet with Sheriff Secundino Romero and lownjlow rate, of say three per cent per Washington to Elkins, West Virginia, 12.1012.20; March 12.1512.20;
Mrs. J. A. Rolls tomorrow afternoon
would insure a public school, Mr. Andrews was selected as he rep- - ver 54
Amador Ulibarri.
j annum,
at 2:30 o'clock. Annual election of
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS,
Mexico!
War Dance at Palace The un ual f,ind of $720,000 per annum. Our resents in congress New
5. Wheat-M- ay
Jan.
officers. All members are requested
Chicago,
school
of
mills
husi-three
for
present,
Mr.
Elkins
his
started
levy
j
;t
of
an
Indian dance
spectacle
jWnere
9J
to be present.
July
revenue
of
a
about
Can-:
reaps
life.
official
.
;nes3 and
hotel was witnessed j esterdav imuti- Purposes
.
Speaker
rn Alay 43
Guild Meets Friday The Guild of
July 50
per annum. Of course it will non appointed Mr. Andrews, member
the guests at the Palace, 'jerk
by
ing
the church of the Holy Faith will v. i ,irttir...v
i
x,i:..,c- in take a lone time to disnose of these,
Oats May 341-meet at the rectory at 2:30 p. m. to- the
July 34 8
of
the
hotel
and he dcided Jands au(l invest this large sum of;Iuneral
of to lobby
Business
.Newsome
morrow,
re
tutu
,
at
Dut
Friday.
date
money
nf
Senator
Flkins.
was
to
tho ,,0th
dance. A purs:
put them
Pork Jan. none; May 18.80.
great importance will be transacted made up and two old Indians .vere Mexico will have a public school fund New Mexic0 loses a strong friend in
Lard Jan. 10.45; May 10.15.
also election of officers for the enwill
that,
compare
t hen
favorably with,t)ie United gtates senate
put to work beating the tom-toRibs Jan. 10.50; May 9.90.
suing year.
c
,
the younger Indians, two in ntinber, that of any of the western states.
' WOOL MARKET.
In addition to the foregoing items.
Tonight's
Program at the Elks': gave r.n "interpretive"' dance
In view of the recent elections in
A Chiid of the Wild; Who Wins the
St.
Louis
Wool unchanged, terrf
to
state
a
revenue
increased
showing
ing- hew the buffalo was huntee The
West Virginia, the vacancy caused by
anQ weslera nieoiuma
Widow; Wanted a Baby, .and You salesxen from the past man: sted government as compared witn a ter--;
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Grocery and Bakery
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HAPPY NEW YEAR

A

Wish to extend to our manv patrons and mends OL'R BEST
WISHES FUR A iiAi'PV AND I'SOStfRtJlS .NEW YEAR; We
wish also to take Mis occasion to thank our many friends
fortheir libera! patronage in vhich they hae shown their appreciation of
our efforts to please them, in the past year, and we hope with the beginning of the NEW YEAR to make our service and "PRICES" better than
even such as will merit a continuance of the patronage of our ".OLD
FRIENDS"
and make us many new ones,

WE
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Sensational Reductions
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Cloaks, Suits and Millinery
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For Your New Years Callers!
YOU WILL NEED ONE OF OUR HAND- SOME CHAFING DISHES, A COFFEE
WACHlNK, and
We have the Best line of these articles in
the Territory, not only the Best Articles,
but the most attractive in appearance.

I
a table kettle. I
'

'

$22,-59-
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Baggies and Saddle Horses

HACK SERVICE
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j

S. SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.
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COMFORT TH YEAR ROUND
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A HAPPY NEW YEAR
To our

Friends and Patrons, one" and

all, we send-- A
GREETING I :

HAPPY NEW YEAR

:::::::

:

:

Hilde-brand-

t,

-

t

1

are very thankful for favors shown us
during the past year, and we feel that our
efforts to furnish the best of outfitting, at
We

the lowest prices consistent

with

good qual-

ity, have been fully appreciated. It affords
us the greatest satisfaction. : : : : : :
We are not content with battles already won

however, and during the coming year, we
shall press toward to still greater fachive"
ments.

::::::

:

With malice towards none and with
best wishes for all, we say once more

j
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A HAPPY NEW YEAR
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